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About The Centre
Dr. BMN College of Home Science (Autonomous) is recognised by the UGC as
Research Capacity Building Centre and received a grant in December 2019, under
the UGC’s Scheme for Trans-disciplinary Research for India’s Developing Economy
(STRIDE). The scheme provides support to research projects that are socially
relevant, locally need-based, nationally important and globally significant. With
this aim at the core of all its initiatives, the STRIDE Research Capacity Building
Centre of Dr BMN College has been organizing events, launching research
courses, conducting seminars, and hosting guest lectures, to foster a culture of
academic inquiry and rigorous research. Rather than viewing research as just one
part of the academic curricula, the Research Capacity Building Centre has been
striving to make research culture an inseparable part of the institutional ethos.
The activities under the Centre cater not only to students, but also to faculty
members. Some of the successful and notable initiatives include:
Basic to Advanced Level courses for undergraduate and postgraduate
students on the fundamentals of research
Research opportunities for the faculty members and mentoring sessions for
their research projects
Intercollegiate activities/events for faculty and students
Academic collaborations with subject experts
Publication opportunities for students and faculty
Critical thinking lab to promote a conducive research environment for the
students

(i)

FOREWORD
Welcome to the twelfth Issue of IDEAS, a Multidisciplinary Journal, in the
field of Home Science and related disciplines. This issue of IDEAS is
published by the UGC STRIDE Research Capacity Building Centre of Dr.
BMN College of Home Science (Autonomous) with an aim to provide a
platform for graduate, post-graduate, doctoral researchers and
professionals to disseminate innovative research. The Journal seeks to
facilitate synergistic collaboration between researchers with current
developments across Home Science. The emphasis will be on original
research papers, research notes, and reviews, all of which will advance the
knowledge base.
The idea started when the alumnae of Dr. BMN College of Home Science
(Autonomous) took the initiative to lead an e-conference on 'Recent Trends
in the Field of Home Science' in January 2021. Alumnae from India and
abroad actively participated and made some exciting presentations. A
National level Research Presentation Competition was held in June 2021,
giving another opportunity for the students to present research papers.
Research was conducted in relevant areas to Home Science, including
health, sanitation, wellness, dietary interventions, nutritional assessment,
processing and product development, human development, and more.
As a member of the Board of Studies of this college, I appreciate the
stupendous task of coordinating online to compile and publish these
selected papers especially considering the pandemic situation. It called for
the grit, determination, and commitment of all participants, well supported
by the principal and faculty in advancing the pursuit of research.
Such initiatives can only be a model example to the present students. This
will help in developing an environment conducive to research, and will
impact the next batch of students. As new areas for multi-disciplinary
research are emerging, alumnae and other stakeholders will have a
common thread to connect through research conferences. There is potential
to strengthen tie-ups with the industry and incubate start-ups.

( ii )

IDEAS welcomes submissions that will offer new knowledge related to all areas
of Home Science Studies that connect different topics and offer highly
multidisciplinary research.
In IDEAS, readers will find interesting papers based on empirical data and
reviews. It must be noted that the contributors of papers have attempted to
address life challenges across rural, tribal, and urban populations. Practical
solutions that are not merely suggested but implemented and assessed. I
congratulate the contributors to the Journal!
I wish more power and success to the researchers!
Dr. Suman Mundkur,
Research Consultant, Academic Research Consultancy Services,
Author of ‘Zeroing On A Research Topic’,
General Secretary, The Home Science Association of India,
Researcher. Life Gold Ambassador, India.

( iii )
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Calcium Magnesium and Zinc Status of Pregnant Women and Pregnancy Outcome
Ms. Deepti V. Soudagar
Department of Postgraduate studies and research in Home Science,
Ex- Chief Dietitian (SODEXO) Site- Lilavati hospital, Author for Heal
Thy Life by Just for Hearts, Certified Diabetes Educator
deeptisaudagar@gmail.com

Abstract
The present study was conducted on pregnant
women during their 7th month of pregnancy.
The analysis of 24 hours dietary recall
revealed that mothers had % adequacy of
83.36% for energy, 9.53% for protein,
73.88% for calcium, 80.01% for magnesium
and 35.72% for zinc. Adequacy of zinc was
least among all minerals. Calcium and zinc
were contributed by less bioavailable sources.
The mean plasma zinc level was 63umol/L
with 48% of women below 10umol/L, which
is indicative of deficiency. The mean plasma
magnesium was 0.618mEq/L and mean serum
calcium was 1.23mmol/L.

These adjustments in addition to changes in
the anatomy and physiology of the mother
support foetal growth and development while
maintaining maternal homeostasis and
preparing for lactation (King, 2000).
Maternal nutrition is an important regulator of
human foetal growth. The birth of a healthy
full-term baby is dependent on nutritional
status of the mother because in its developing
foetal stage, the body acquires optimum
nourishment for its survival through the
placenta. Poor nutrition before, after and
during pregnancy results in severe
consequences such as delayed foetal growth,
spontaneous abortions and stillbirths.
Therefore, it is necessary to ensure that the
pregnant woman meets the increased
requirements during pregnancy. The increase
in requirements during pregnancy is attributed
to rapid foetal growth, development and
enlargement of placenta, formation of
amniotic fluid and storage reserves and
mineralization of the skeletal and bone
structure of the foetus (Metcoff et al., 1981;
Joshi, 2002).

Birth weight ranged from 1500gm-4000gm
with mean birth weight of 2105 ± 1059.97gm.
42% of the infants were of low birth weight.
Dietary zinc intake was positively correlated
with birth weight.
Key Words: calcium, magnesium, zinc,
pregnancy.
Introduction
Pregnancy is a dynamic anabolic state. It is a
physiological state of bearing a foetus and
carrying it throughout its developmental
period in the uterus (Worthington, 1989).
Pregnancy consists of a series of small
continuous physiological adjustments that
affect the metabolism of all the nutrients.

Requirements of macronutrients as well as
micronutrients is increased during pregnancy.
Minerals also play an important role during
pregnancy.
Zinc has many divergent functions in the
body, as it is a component of numerous
metalloenzymes such as oxidoreductase,
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hydrolase, lyase and enzymes involved in
gene expression and cell duplication, etc.
(Groff & Gropper, 1999). Zinc requirement
during pregnancy is increased to 11mg/day
(IOM, 2001). Inadequate zinc intake during
pregnancy results in deficiency and is
associated with prematurity, low birth weight,
growth
retardation
and
congenital
malformation in infants. Excessive zinc intake
is associated with impaired iron and copper
metabolism, impaired immune system and
preterm delivery. Tamura et al (2000) found
that maternal plasma zinc concentration was
not associated with various measures of
pregnancy including preterm delivery,
hypertension, infection, APGAR scores and
anthropometric measurements of infants.
Similarly, magnesium also has been shown to
have role during pregnancy. Requirement of
magnesium during pregnancy is 350mg/day
(IOM, 2001). Since magnesium is ubiquitous
in nature, deficiency due to inadequate dietary
intake is rare. Similarly, magnesium toxicity
as a result of magnesium excess from diet as
well as from supplements is rare (Mahan &
Stump, 2001). Magnesium supplementation
have been shown to reduce maternal and
foetal morbidity before and after delivery.

ISSN 2320 -0162

that serum calcium levels are constant
throughout all the three trimesters of
pregnancy and that the concentration is
greater in the mother than the foetus, thereby
having a protective role in foetal
development.
Thus calcium, magnesium and zinc deficiency
as well as excess may affect the ultimate
pregnancy outcome. To throw further light on
these issues the present study was conducted.
The objectives of the study were1. To estimate levels of calcium in serum,
magnesium and zinc in plasma of pregnant
women during the third trimester of
pregnancy.
2. To find out dietary intake of calcium,
magnesium and zinc.
3. To collect information on pregnancy
outcome in terms of type of delivery,
APGAR score, gestational age and birth
weight of new-born.
4. To examine correlation between status of
calcium, magnesium and zinc and
pregnancy outcome.
Methodology
Sample Collection
Subjects were recruited from the Out Patient
Department (OPD) of Sir Nowrosjee Wadia
Maternity hospital, Mumbai.

Calcium also plays an important role during
pregnancy. The requirement of calcium is
increased to 1000 mg/Day during pregnancy
(ICMR, 2002). At low calcium intake
mother’s skeleton is compromised to meet the
needs of the foetus and the foetal skeleton is
protected.
Excess
consumption
of
supplemental calcium (› 2500mg/day can
cause kidney stones and decrease intestinal
absorption of other minerals such as iron and
zinc (Worthington, 1989; Garza et al., 1996;
Shils et al., 1998). Serum calcium levels are
slightly
depressed
during
pregnancy
(Sauberlich, 1999). However, in a study
conducted by Knight et al (1994), it was seen

100 pregnant women (19-35 years) who were
willing to participate in the study were
recruited in the 7th month of pregnancy
between the periods of October 2006- January
2007. Informed written consent was obtained
before recruiting the subject for study.
Women who were HIV+ve were not included
in the study.
Data Collection
Data was collected by personal interview
with the subjects in hospital. Data collected
at this point from the subject included:

2
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1. General information regarding dietary
intake.
2. Dietary patterns.
3. Data
regarding
blood
pressure,
haemoglobin, LMP (Last Menstrual
Period), EDD (Expected due Date of
delivery) were taken from hospital
records.

ISSN 2320 -0162

Blood Collection
5ml of venous blood was collected by
hospital technician using disposable syringes
from each subject during their first visit to
hospital.3ml of blood was added to tube
containing anticoagulant (heparin) to obtain
plasma and 2ml of blood was added to plain
tube without anticoagulant to obtain serum.
Samples were centrifuged at 2500rpm for
20min. Plasma and serum obtained were
transferred to acid-washed vials and
transported in ice packs until storage. Vials
were then stored at -20 degree C until
analysis.

Tools for Data Collection
1. Interview schedule was used to obtain
general information about the subject.
2. A 24hr dietary recall was used to quantify
the total amounts of food eaten in a day.
Intake of various food items were
recorded in terms of number, size of
dough ball, size of finished product; rice,
dal, vegetable, curds were recorded as
number and the size of katori (big,
medium, small); milk was recorded in
terms of glass (small and big).

Biochemical analysis
Plasma Magnesium Estimation
Plasma magnesium estimation was carried
out as per method given by Sunderman &
Caroll (1964).
Magnesium was estimated in plasma after
precipitation of protein.
Principle: In ICP-AES, the energy for
atomization of a sample is provided by a
partially ionized stream of argon plasma.
When the sample is aspired into the centre of
plasma it is atomized or ionised. The heat of
plasma also provides excitation energy
required causing emission of atomic and
spectral line for sample components. The
monochromator selects the wavelength and
the photomultiplier tube is used as a detector.

The following models were used to improve
accuracy:
a. Food frequency questionnaire: Dietary
pattern of consumption of cereals, pulses,
vegetables, fruits, milk and milk products,
fish and meat were noted in terms of daily,
alternate day, once a week, twice a week,
fortnightly and rarely.
b. Hospital records: After delivery, data
regarding the date of birth of the baby, birth
weight, gestational age and placental weight
were obtained from hospital records.
c. Calculation of nutritive value: Food
consumption data which was collected was
then converted to raw weights. Nutritive value
was calculated using the Nutritive Value of
Indian Foods (Gopalan et al., 1996). Dietary
intake in terms of total calories, protein, fat,
carbohydrate, calcium, magnesium and zinc
were calculated.

Sample Preparation: 0.5ml of plasma was
added to 50ml volumetric flask and was
diluted to mark using deionized water
(Sauberlich,1999).0.5ml of diluted plasma
sample and 4.5ml of 10 percent trichloroacetic
acid were transferred into a 12ml centrifuge
tube. The contents of the tube were mixed
with a rotary vortex mixer and allowed to
stand for 10mins. The tubes were centrifuged
at 2500rpm for 15mins.3ml of clear
supernatant was transferred to a test tube, 3ml
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of strontium chloride solution was added and
the contents of the tube were mixed with
vortex mixer. Magnesium was estimated
using the AAS apparatus, AAS model no.
GBS8440, Plasma Lab, Mumbai.

The mean per capita income was ₹663.00 ±
1958.23 with the highest percentage of
females (66%) having per capita income
between 3000-6000/-the mean total family
income was ₹5730±4209.64.

Plasma Zinc estimation
Zinc was estimated in
appropriate dilution.

Reproductive History
Reproductive history included information
ona. Number of living children.
b. Number of previous abortions.
c. Number of previous miscarriages.

plasma

after

Sample Preparation: Plasma samples were
allowed to come to room temperature.0.5ml
of plasma sample was added to 16mm plastic
tube. To it, 2ml of deionized water was added
and solution was mixed for 30secs (Smith and
Burkowitz, 1979). Zinc was estimated using
AAS apparatus, AAS model no. GBS8440,
Plasma Lab, Mumbai.

Distribution of mothers according to number
of living children, number of previous
abortions, of previous miscarriages is given in
below table:
Table 1
Number of Previous Abortions, Miscarriages
and Living Children

Serum Calcium Estimation
0.5ml of serum and 10 percent trichloroacetic
acid was added to a 12ml centrifuge tube.
The contents of the tube were mixed with a
vortex rotary mixer and allowed to stand for
10 mins. The tubes are centrifuged at
2500rpm for 15min. 3ml of clear supernatant
was transferred to a test tube, 3ml strontium
chloride solution was added and contents of
the tube were mixed with a vortex mixer.
Calcium was estimated using AAS model no.
GBS8440, Plasma Lab, Mumbai.

Sr. No Parameter

Classes Percent%

1

Number of living children

0
1
2

56
35
9

2

Number of

0

92

3

Previous
Abortions
Number of
Previous
miscarriages

1
2
0
1
2

7
1
88
9
3

It is evident from the above table that more
than half of the mothers were primigravidas
and more than 3/4 mothers had never had any
abortion or miscarriage. 56% of mothers
reported to have no living children.

Results and Discussions
The aim of the study was to estimate dietary
intake of minerals and their levels in plasma
and serum during the third trimester of
pregnancy.

th

Dietary Intake
Extensive diet surveys carried out in different
parts of country in urban and rural areas
indicate that diets are predominantly cereal
based. Diets of poor income groups are
deficient in nutrients namely energy, calcium,
Vitamin A, riboflavin and iron. Dietary
deficiency of these nutrients occurs more
frequently and to a greater degree among

Age of the mothers ranged from 19- 36 years
with mean age of 25.44± 3.7years and the
median age was 25yrs. Level of illiteracy was
low among subjects. One tenth were illiterate
and 59% had completed their secondary
education. More than 3/4 women were
housewives and the remaining 15%
performed a dual job of earning their living
and doing household chores.
th
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children and pregnant women and are
manifested as deficiency diseases like
anaemia, Vitamin A and B complex
deficiencies predominantly like that of
riboflavin (Gopalan et al.,1989).

their energy and protein intake were about
85% of the RDA. In the present study among
minerals the mean % adequacy was least for
zinc which could be attributed to lower
consumption of cereals in case of nonvegetarian subjects and lower frequency of
consumption of whole grain cereals and cereal
products.

In the present study nutrient intake of mothers
was assessed using 24hr dietary recall and
food patterns assessed using a food frequency
questionnaire.

Although the calcium adequacy was 75% the
food sources contributing to calcium were of
plant origin with low calcium bioavailability.
In case of vegetarians, green leafy vegetables
mainly contributed to calcium.

The number of meals consumed by mothers
ranged from 3-6 with 1/3 mothers consuming
4meals/ day.
rd

Table 2
Percentage Distribution of Mothers
According to Number of Meals consumed
Sr. No
No. of meals
Percent %
1
2
3
4

3
4
5
6
Total

ISSN 2320 -0162

When the subjects were distributed according
to percentage adequacy it was revealed that
only 1/3 mothers could meet the energy and
protein requirement, however 1/4 mothers
met less than 50% of requirements for energy
and protein which is a matter of concern. In
contrast to energy and protein, the adequacy
of minerals was very low with adequacy being
least for zinc.
rd

th

15
35
25
25
100

Table 3
Distribution of Mothers According to %
Adequacy of Nutrient Intake

Since the mothers belonged to middle – lowincome groups the diet comprised of cereals
and pulses forming 90% of the intake. Milk
consumption was found to be low among
subjects. Consumption of non-vegetarian
foods (egg, meat) was low among subjects
while consumption of fish (mackerel, surmai,
prawns, black pomfret) was high among
subjects. Commonly consumed food items for
breakfast and snacks included poha, upma,
vadapav, sevpuri, bhel, chapati with tea. Main
meals for lunch and dinner consisted of rice,
dal, chapati, bhakri and small amounts of
vegetables.

%
Energy Protein Calcium Magnesium Zinc
Adequacy (kcal)
(gm)
(mg)
(mg)
(mg)

Less
2
than 25
25-49 22

This suggests that there was a major
consumption of cereals and pulses allowing
for less intake of vegetables, fruits, milk and
milk products. Frequency of consumption of
various foods rich in calcium and zinc were
assessed.

2

25

35

45

22

27

25

30

50-74

24

27

22

17

20

75-89

14

15

18

10

5

90-100

12

6

4

5

0

More
than
100
Total

26

28

7

8

0

100

100

100

100

100

From the above table it is clear that half of the
subjects met less than 25% of the zinc
requirements. Calcium and magnesium
adequacy was less than 50% for half of the

Murphy & Abrams (1993) conducted a study
in U.S on pregnant women and found that

5
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subjects. Various studies have been conducted
on pregnant women wherein their adequacy of
mineral intake has been noted.

ISSN 2320 -0162

pregnancy the level of plasma zinc
concentration falls from the 10th week of
gestation. Zinc levels of ‹10 umol/L are
considered low (Sauberlich, 1999). According
to these cut-offs, in the present study 48% of
subjects had low zinc levels.

Moser et al (1983) conducted a study on
pregnant women and found that their
adequacy of magnesium intake was 55% of
the recommended intake. Hambidge et al.
(1983) in a study in Washington found zinc
adequacy of 56%. Moser et al. (1988)
conducted a study in Nepal on pregnant
women and found that their adequacy of
calcium intake was 48.20% and that of
magnesium intake was 98.05% of that of DRI.
Ash and Schollfeild (1993) also reported a
magnesium adequacy of 60% of the DRI.
Johnson et al. (1994) in a study in
Birmingham found that intake of calcium,
magnesium and zinc was less than 50% of
RDA and DRI. Low intake of nutrients was
attributed to poor maternal diets. In contrast to
these studies Gillman et al. (2004) in the US
reported a calcium adequacy of 100%.

Zinc status have been reported by various
authors such as Sultan and Jenkins (1982)
who reported mean±S.D. plasma zinc values
of 9.03±2.16umol/L. The reason for low
plasma zinc concentration was traced back to
zinc deficiency that might have been present
at the time of conception. Tuttle et al. (1985)
reported
plasma
zinc
values
of
10.03±1.56umol/L. Marsal and Furgyik
(1987) in a study on pregnant women in
Sweden reported mean±S.D. zinc values of
11.9±1.7umol/L. The normal range for
plasma magnesium are 1.5-2.5mEq/L for an
adult woman. Mean plasma magnesium
concentration was much lower than this range.

Maternal Plasma Zinc, Magnesium and
Serum Calcium Levels
Dietary intake of the mother influences the
level of minerals in the plasma and serum.
Therefore, in the present study plasma zinc,
magnesium and serum calcium were
estimated.

The normal serum calcium levels in an adult
woman are 2.10- 2.55mmol/L (Sauberlich,
1999). When correlation between dietary
intake of nutrients and blood estimates are
carried out, a negative correlation was
obtained between protein intake and
magnesium levels. The possible explanation
is that protein intake impacts magnesium
retention.

Table 4
Sr. Parameter
N Mean±S.D. Median
No
1 Plasma Zinc 100 9.63±10.95 10.05
µmol/L
2
Plasma
100 0.618±0.519 0.68
Magnesium
mEq/L

Pregnancy Outcome
Birth weight of the infant is the single most
important determinant for its chances of
survival, healthy growth and development.
Many babies who have low birth weight die
during first year of life.

3

In the present study data on pregnancy
outcome was available for 85 mothers in
terms of birth weight of infants, gestational
age i.e. full term/ preterm and type of delivery
which includes normal/ caesarean.

Serum
100 1.23±0.78 1.05
Calcium
mmol/L
Plasma Magnesium, Zinc and Serum
Calcium Levels

The normal range for plasma zinc
concentration in an adult woman is 13.019.0umol/L
(Sauberlich,1999).
During

6
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Table 5

Table 7
Distribution of Subjects According to
Placental Weight
˂400gm 400-600gms ˂600gms

Distribution of Mothers According to Type of
Delivery
Type of Delivery
N
Percent%
Normal

56

65

Caesarean

29

35

Total

85

100

Percent%

Table 6
Gestational Age
Gestational
N Percent (%)
age(weeks)
Full term
82
96
4

Total

100

100

59

5

Apgar Scores
In the present study, the Apgar score ranged
from 7-9 with a mean score of 9. Apgar score
of 10 indicates the best possible condition
while a score below 7 is not considered good.
None of the infants had scores below 7.

Nutrient adequacy was examined according to
type of delivery. No difference was found in
terms of nutrient intake.

3

21

From the above table it is clear that 69% of
women had placental weight between 400600gms.

As shown in the above table about half of the
mothers (65) had undergone normal deliveries
while 35% had undergone caesarean section.

Preterm

ISSN 2320 -0162

Birth Weight
Birth weight of infants in the present study
ranged from 1500gm-4000gm with mean
values of 2105±1059.57gms and median
values of 2390gms.
Table 8
Distribution of Infants According to Birth
Weight
Birth weight (g)
N
Percent (%)

Mean gestational age in the present study was
36.4±8.21weeks however Sunjoh et al. (2004)
reported a mean gestational age of 30.00±9.82
weeks, which is higher than the value reported
in the present study. Tuttle et al. (1985) had
reported a mean gestational age of 39.71±1.15
weeks. Gestational age is affected by factors
such as length of pregnancy and IUGR.
Placental Weight
Placenta transports nutrients and gases from
the mother to the foetus and collects waste
products from the foetus. Normally a placenta
weighs between 400-600gms. In the present
study the placenta weighed from 320gm to
610gms with mean weight as given below.

˂2500
2500-3000

35
37

42
43

3001-3500

11

13

3501-4000

2

2

Total

100

100

From the above table it is clear that 42% of the
infants had low birth weight, which is a matter
of concern. Rao et al. (2001) in a study in
Pune reported a birth weight of 2665-358gms
in rural Indian women. A reason for the high
birth weight was high micronutrient rich
foods provided to them during the study.
Caulfield et al. (1999) reported a mean ±S.D.
birth weight of 3267±461gm, which could be
because subjects belonged to a developed

7
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country like Birmingham. Margetts et al.
(1999) in a study in the U.K. reported a
mean±S.D. birth weight 3110±450gm. Rees
et al. (1996) reported a mean±S.D birth
weight of 3500±1051.11gm. On the other
hand, where the literature quotes high mean
birth weight values, the mean birth weight in
the present study is low which could be due to
poor nutritional status of mother before and
during pregnancy.

ISSN 2320 -0162

Table 9
Association between Plasma Magnesium,
Zinc and Serum Calcium with Birth Weight
of Infant
Birth
weight(gm)
Plasma
Magnesium

Birth weight of the child did not correlate with
any maternal variables. Mean age of mothers
in the present study was25 years with a range
of 20-35 years. Johnson and Petrie (1991)
reported that extreme maternal age i.e., less
than 20 years or more than 40 years have been
associated with low birth weight. Margetts et
al. (1999) conducted a study in the U.K on
pregnant women and found that the age of the
women correlated with the birth weight of the
infant. Higher the age of the mother, the lower
was the birth weight of the infant. Landman &
Hall (1999) did not find any correlation
between the age of the mother and birth
weight of the infant. Gebrie, Medlun &
Gobezie (1975) found that the privileged
group that met requirements for all nutrients
except calcium and riboflavin gave birth to
higher birth weight infants. Devi & Agarwal
(1984) suggested that maternal nutritional
status during pregnancy affects birth weight.
Poorly nourished mothers produce IUGR
babies whereas well-nourished mothers
produce healthy babies. Lechtig et al. (1984)
found that increase in energy consumption by
mothers leads to increase in birth weight of
infants. However, in the present study no
correlation was found between energy intake
and birth weight of infants. In the present
study, zinc intake correlated positively with
the birth weight of infants.

Plasma
Zinc

Calcium

Pearson correlation
Sig(1-tailed)
N
Pearson correlation
(1- tailed)
n

Pearson correlation
Sig(1-tailed)
N

-.212
0.026
85
0.039
0.363
85
0.037
0.368
85

Magnesium was found to correlate negatively
with the birth weight of infants. Sapatnekar et
al. (1977) observed no correlation between
plasma magnesium and birth weight.
Summary and Conclusion
It has been long believed that the nutrient
intake of the mother as well as her nutritional
status affects pregnancy outcome. Thus, the
aim of the present study was to examine
nutrient intake by means of 24 hours dietary
recall and food frequency questionnaire for
calcium and zinc and relate it to pregnancy
outcome and also among the micronutrients
since zinc, magnesium and calcium are most
important ones. The status of these minerals
with respect to pregnancy outcomes was
examined.
100 pregnant women were recruited in the
7th month of pregnancy from Sir Nowrosjee
Wadia Maternity hospital, Parel.

However, in a study by Hunt et al. (1999) zinc
intake correlated negatively with birth weight
of infants i.e., lower the zinc intake higher
were the chances of infants being low birth
weight.

Following observations were made in the
study:
1. The age of the mothers ranged from 19- 35
years with a mean age of 25 years. Level of
literacy was low among subjects (10%).
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More than 3/4 of the mothers were
housewives and the remaining 15%
performed a dual job of earning their living
and carrying their household chores.
2. Energy intake of mothers ranged from
446K.cal- 451K.cal with % adequacy of
83.36%. Protein intake ranged from
19.6gm- 30.8gm with percentage adequacy
of 46.54%, calcium intake ranged from
500-800mg with % adequacy of 73.88%,
magnesium intake ranged from 100260mg with % adequacy of 80.01%, zinc
intake ranged from 5- 8.5mg with %
adequacy of 35.72%.
3. Analysis of food patterns done by a food
frequency questionnaire revealed that
subjects consumed foods with least
bioavailability of zinc and calcium.
4. There was a significant positive correlation
between energy, carbohydrate, calcium,
magnesium and zinc intake and family
income of the mother.
5. Plasma zinc levels ranged from 1.515umol/L with mean of 9.63umol/L with
48% women below 10umol/L which is
indicative of deficiency.
6. 42% of infants were of low birth weight,
which is a matter of concern.
7. Intake of macronutrients such as protein,
fat and micronutrients such as zinc were
positively correlated with a child's birth
weight.
8. Carbohydrate intake and magnesium
intake were negatively correlated with
gestational age and APGAR score of the
infant.
9. Plasma magnesium correlated positively
with gestational age and APGAR score of
the infant and correlated negatively with
birth weight.
10. There was no significant correlation
between nutrient intake (calcium,
magnesium and zinc) and levels of the
same in maternal blood during the third
trimester of pregnancy.
11. There was no significant correlation
between nutrient intake and type of
delivery.
12. Minerals (calcium, magnesium, zinc)
affect pregnancy outcome.

ISSN 2320 -0162

th

More research is required in the following
areas:
1. To assess levels of calcium, magnesium
and zinc in maternal plasma and serum
during pregnancy on a larger sample size
of Indian pregnant women.
2. To assess the impact of the levels of
calcium, magnesium and zinc in maternal
serum and plasma on the pregnancy
outcome.
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Abstract
Food, water and shelter are basic needs of life
but along with these needs there is an urge of
proper sanitation especially for women in
India. Sanitation is an important requirement
for healthy living. It not only caters to one’s
personal hygiene but also plays an important
role in personal safety. The objective of this
mini review paper was to analyze the impact
of poor sanitation practices on women safety
and hygiene in rural areas of India. It is an
attempt to explore some of the major
problems faced by women in rural areas due
to poor sanitation and water facilities. When
women go to defecate in the field, they
experience sexual violence, abuse, teased and
molestation by men of the village on daily
basis. Unhygienic latrines and shortage of
water leads to less use of water for personal
hygiene which may not only lead to infectious
diseases but also increases problems like
constipation, maternal mortality, preterm
birth and reproductive tract infections. In
addition to the problems, this article had also
highlighted various reasons for the
unhygienic behaviours of people, schemes of
government (Swatch Bharat Abhiyan, 2014)
for health and sanitation and its
implementation.

The word 'sanitation' also refers to the
maintenance of hygienic conditions, through
services such as garbage collection and
wastewater disposal” (2014). Sanitation in
rural India which is the core component of this
mini review paper specifically addresses
some of the severe issues regarding
vulnerable public toilets, lack of personalized
toilets, and poor water facility.
2.5 billion people do not have access to an
improved sanitation facility, globally. 1001
million people in South Asia and 792 million
people in India do not have access to
improved
sanitation
facilities.
Open
defecation is very common in rural areas as
well as urban slums. This review paper mainly
focuses on rural India.1 billion people all over
the world defecate in the open field in which
597 million population practice open
defecation in India. Among the 29 states of
India, Jharkhand (7.6), Madhya Pradesh
(13.1%), Odisha (14.1%), Chhattisgarh
(14.5%), Bihar (17.6%), Rajasthan (19.6%),
Uttar Pradesh (21.8%) and Tamil Nadu
(23.2%) have very poor sanitation
facilities. Defecating openly in the farms,
bushes and roads are practiced by men as well
as women (World Health Organization &
UNICEF, 2014).

Keywords: sanitation, sexual violence, open
defecation, women, rural India

This study aims to analyze the impact of poor
sanitation facilities in rural areas of India on
women safety and hygiene. The literature
review targeted women from a low socioeconomic background, who rely on daily
wages, illiterate and unemployed.

Introduction
According to the World Health Organization
& UNICEF, “Sanitation generally refers to
the provision of facilities and services for the
safe disposal of human urine and faeces.
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What does poor sanitation mean? How does
poor sanitation impact women’s safety and
hygiene? Why don’t women of rural India
take the benefit of paid public toilets? This
paper in the further course of reading will go
on adding flesh to the above skeleton of the
research questions.

experiencing discomfort due to the stones,
thorns and sharp rice stalks. Especially during
pregnancy due to the fear of animals and
ghosts have often led to miscarriages. It
becomes more miserable during rainy season
to walk on the muddy field with all the faeces
around mixed in it (Sahoo et al., 2015)

Women and Sanitation: Rural Indian
Scenario
Food, water and shelter are basic needs of
humans but sanitation can also be included for
survival. The word “survival” is purposely
written especially in the context of “women”.
Women as compared to men suffer more due
to lack of sanitation facilities. Women living
in rural areas who defecate in the open are
prone to sexual violence by men. They have a
specific time to defecate. They prefer going at
night or early morning due to the fear of being
watched by other men in the village. Women
and girls especially in the local slums are
sexually victimized while accessing sanitation
sources (Jadhav et.al., 2016). They are teased,
abused and molested by men of the village
when they go to defecate in the field (Sahoo,
et.al., 2015). Another study by Srinivasan
(2015) stated that in the states like Bhopal and
New Delhi, whether women go to defecate in
open or in public toilets they are being stalked
by men of the village and then raped. Women
are also physically violated where they are
slapped, pushed, injured with harmful
substances, twist arms, pulled hair and even
burnt.

Menstruation is directly related to hygiene.
There is a common belief in India that during
menses women and girls are not allowed to
touch various things like pickle, idols of god,
and should not go to temples. It is surprising
to know that it is also believed that during
menses women should not bathe because it
may cause complications in their future
pregnancy (Baker, 2017). In many rural areas,
women use mud, ashes and husk sand as an
alternative to sanitary pads. As people in
villages live on their daily wages, they cannot
afford to buy expensive goods like sanitary
napkins. Women who use cloths as absorbents
also follow unhygienic practices. They dry the
used cloths on dirty drums, dark places,
unused woods etc. and reuse them during their
next menstrual cycle. They avoid washing the
cloths because it requires 2-3 mugs of water
to wash it. Another way of saving water
during menses is that the same cloth is used
by multiple women in the family (Goyal,
2016). Due to such mentalities prevailing in
most of the rural areas, women are forced to
follow such unhygienic practices.
Reasons for Poor Sanitation Practices
Defecating openly in the field is not always by
choice. The primary reason for open
defecation is lack of access to a personalized
latrine. Poor villagers in the rural areas who
live on the daily wages cannot afford the cost
of latrine construction. Government of India
subsidy (valued at ₹2, 200 or ₹3,200) is a
small contribution to toilet construction. It
becomes unaffordable for them for further
maintenance of latrines and they continue

Women not only have the fear of harassment
from strangers in the village but also have the
risk of animals, insects, snakes, mosquitoes in
the farms. Many women are also afraid of
ghosts. It becomes very scary for them to
defecate at night due to the beliefs of ghosts
which is very much common in rural areas.
Going to the farm to defecate at night without
foot wares is a major task for them,
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defecating openly. Another reason is
vulnerable public toilets. Most of the
government toilets are found unhygienic with
no/less water and soap facility, broken and
unclean (Routray, 2015). The third reason is
blind beliefs by the name of rituals and
customs are one of the most important reasons
of open defecation. The rituals like
purification and cleansing after defecation
and traditional belief that faeces are ‘sin’ can
act as an obstacle to adopt latrine pits at home.
Defecating in the latrines at home will make
the house impure. Latrines beside or in the
house where idols of God are worship is
something which impure the entire house is
the traditional beliefs of the people. The
fourth reason is the rule of “pay and use”
keeps people away from utilization of public
toilets. Instead of paying for urination and
defecation in the public toilets they prefer
defecating in open. Women also encourage
their children to defecate in open to save
money and to utilize the saved amount for
other purposes. The fifth reason is high priced
consumer goods. After the declaration of
Swatch Bharat Abhiyan mission, the products
related to cleaning and washing became
expensive. Such expensive products are
unaffordable for poor villagers. So, to avoid
high expenses on latrines pits and to get rid of
its maintenance people defecate in the open.

ISSN 2320 -0162

miles to get water for drinking, bathing and
other household necessities. It becomes more
miserable when women are sick, disabled,
pregnant, or aged. Pregnant women are more
stressful for searching safe places because of
the biological bodily demand of frequent
urination and defecation. During pregnancy
the fear of animals and ghosts may also lead
to miscarriage or preterm baby (Baker, 2017).
Women prefer to eat and drink less to avoid
frequent visits to the field for defecation.
Their fixed times of defecation due to danger
of sexual violence refrain them to eat
sufficient food and they control their urges till
night (Caruso, 2017). After delivery or postpregnancy. The activities like pumping water
and carrying heavy buckets at home are very
overwhelming (Sahoo et al., 2015). Shortage
of water and lack of access to it increases the
risk of Reproductive Tract Infection (RTI) as
they avoid more use of water for their
personal hygiene. A study done by Sahoo et
al. (2015) has revealed that women carry less
amount of water for cleaning genitals post
defecation and have less frequency in bathing
which can be the risk factor for RTIs. RTI if
not diagnosed and prevented in the early stage
of detection may lead to further severe
reproductive
diseases
like
pelvic
inflammatory diseases, infertility, sexually
transmitted diseases, ectopic pregnancy,
miscarriage and preterm birth.

Effect of Poor Sanitation Facilities and
Hygiene
Men assume that it is women’s duty to get
water from rivers and wells for their daily use
as there is shortage of water in rural areas.
Waiting in long lines early in the morning is
not preferable for women due to the
household
responsibilities.
Women
experience psychosocial stress due to
insufficient access to water and sanitation
resources. Along with psychosocial stress
they experience physical stress like walking

A Way Towards the Betterment of the
Situation…
India is a developing country. Poor sanitation
is not only the concern of India but it is a
global issue. Sanitation is always an
untouched area to be covered. Improvement in
sanitation facilities can encourage young girls
of rural areas to attend schools, decline in
infant mortality rate, and reduce violence
against women. Schools should have their
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own latrine pits and students should be taught
the right way to use the latrines.

ISSN 2320 -0162

can be planned. One of such innovative ideas
implemented in Karnataka where women are
given small amounts of money for using
latrines and water facilities (Kumar, 2011).
This is a practice in urban areas of Karnataka
and can be implemented in the rural areas
also. Electronic media like- mobile phones,
television, radio and print media like books;
newspapers etc. can be useful in spreading
awareness regarding sanitation and hygiene.
The Internet has proved to be a blessing for
gathering knowledge. Informative videos,
information related to hygienic practices,
menstruation, various government policies
regarding sanitation and other areas of
concern can be gathered. But these media
have their own disadvantages. Electricity
facilities and literacy rate in rural areas are not
as good as urban areas. Though the scenario is
changing nowadays, even today the literacy
rate is low in rural areas. So, in such a
situation intervention can be done by using
traditional methods of spreading awareness
like street play, dramatization, puppet show,
stories etc. Localities can be hired to look after
the maintenance of the public latrines which
will work as a source of income for them.
Awareness regarding use of latrines and water
can be made through workshops and
training.

Majority of rural families in India are male
dominant. In such a male dominant situation,
women are kept suppressed and their views
are unheard or regarded as secondary since
ages. They are neither allowed to make
decisions nor do they participate in important
family discussions related to expenditures,
house, property, etc. Many times, such
women compromise on their basic needs
(Singh, 2013). Few reported cases show that
women have protested to fulfil their wants.
For example, Anita Narre from Madhya
Pradesh had left her in-laws house for the
demand of latrine at home (Madhya Pradesh
woman awarded for leading “toilet
revolution,” 2012). Such protests can
motivate other women to bring in change and
to make their voice heard. Women should be
motivated to use sanitary napkins instead of
cloth. They can be given opportunities to start
their own business of making sanitary pads for
their earnings for which special loans for
women are also made available by the
government.
There are different factors which discourage
good sanitation in rural areas. Lack of
education, poverty, unawareness about uses
of toilets, high price sanitary goods (sanitary
napkins, toilet cleaners, soap, etc.) and blind
beliefs of latrine use are some of the reasons
for dropping the idea of using public toilets or
having personalized toilets. Gazipur village in
Bihar protest building private toilets because
they think that if they have personalized
toilets then their family members will die
(Kumar, 2017). Such mentalities of the people
should be corrected by implementation of
innovative intervention plans. Only one
policy will not suit a diverse country like
India. So, solutions according to the problem

The various programs like Total Sanitation
Campaign (TSC), Nirmal Bharat Abhiyan
(Clean India Campaign NBA) and Swatch
Bharat Abhiyan (Clean India Mission SBA)
practiced in India to improve the sanitation
facilities not only in rural places but also in
urban but there feels shortage in their
implementation and latrines maintenance.
These programs should reach remote places of
India where there is more poverty, illiteracy,
blind beliefs etc. The Swatch Bharat Abhiyan
mission started by our Prime minister
Narendra Modi in 2015 aims to make India
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open defecation free till 2019 but still a large
number of populations still defecate in the
open. Though there are latrine facilities made
available to people, it is used as a store room
instead of its right use. To reach voices in
remote places NGO’s can play a vital role
here. Many NGO’s who wish to work for the
betterment of the country lack by having less
manpower and low funds, so collaboration of
government
and
non-government
organizations can work together for the
betterment of the situation and proper
implementation of the plans. Nowadays
women and sanitation is a compulsory
corporate social responsibility project to be
undertaken by all the well-established
companies which is also a ray of hope for
proper sanitation facilities to be reached at
remote and rural places of India.
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Abstract
High levels of homocysteine (also known as
hyperhomocysteinemia) are associated with
higher risk of cardiovascular, neurological and
other diseases. Hyperhomocysteinemia in
itself can increase the inflammation and
oxidative stress in the body. The purpose of
this study was to investigate the effectiveness
of iTHRIVE’s dietary and lifestyle
interventions on lowering the total
homocysteine concentration of the study
participants. 35 patients with the total
homocysteine concentration >6 μmol/L were
recruited from Thrive Tribe Wellness
Solutions Pvt. Ltd. In these 12 weeks study,
dietary interventions in the form of removal of
inflammatory foods (gluten containing foods,
dairy products, soy and soy products, corn and
vegetable/seed oils) and incorporating certain
nutrients (Folic acid, vitamin B6, vitamin B12,
TMG) and practices (meditation, physical
activity, lymphatic massage) pertaining to
improvements in the lifestyle were
recommended to the participants. Baseline and
post-intervention homocysteine levels were
recorded. Significant difference was observed
between both the groups (p <0.001). The
results indicate, iTHRIVE’s protocol can be
effective at reducing the blood levels of
homocysteine to a great extent among the
Indian population.

Homocysteine (Hcy) is a sulfur containing
amino acid formed during the metabolism of
methionine (Met) to cysteine (Cys). It is
derived from the essential amino acid
methionine Hyperhomocysteinemia (HHcy),
or increased circulating levels of Hcy, is
generally recognized as a causative factor for
various pathologies. In general, the dietary
contribution of Hcy alone is insignificant
given its low levels in most foods, mainly
derived from Met (Kumar & Palfrey, 2017).
Homocysteine metabolism
Homocysteine is formed during the
methylation pathway as an intermediate in the
SAM cycle (Fig.1). The first step in the
transfer of methyl group is the reaction of Met
with ATP resulting in the formation of SAdenosyl-L-methionine (AdoMet or SAM); a
universal methyl donor. After donating the
methyl group to acceptor molecules (DNA,
RNA, amino acids, proteins, phospholipids
etc.), the resulting demethylated compound
formed is S-Adenosyl homocysteine (SAH).
This
SAH then further undergoes
deadenosylation (S-adenosyl homocysteine
hydrolase mediated) resulting in the formation
of Hcy. Methionine is the only source of Hcy
which can either reform Met through the
remethylation pathway, be metabolized to
Cysteine through the transsulfuration pathway
or can cyclize to form homocysteine
thiolactone (HTL). The Hcy formed (as a
result of methylation) can be remethylated
back to Met which requires methionine
synthase, a vitamin B12 dependent enzyme

Keywords: iTHRIVE, protocol,
hyperhomocysteinemia, nutrients, lifestyle
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utilizing the methyl group from 5-N-methyl
tetrahydrofolate. This route of Hcy
metabolism is termed the remethylation
pathway. Hcy can also combine with serine to
form cystathionine. This reaction is catalyzed
by Cystathionine β synthase (CβS) which is a
vitamin B6 dependent process. This route of
the metabolism of Hcy is termed as the
transsulfuration pathway.
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cleared from the body by urinary excretion
after glomerular filtration, just like creatinine
(Guldener, 2006).
It is elevated in patients with chronic
alcoholism and falls following alcohol
withdrawal. Homocysteine is regulated
through a series of pathways, which are
dependent on B vitamins, particularly folate.
Moderate alcohol intake is associated with
reduced folate and vitamin B12 status in the
body (Gibson & Woodside, 2008). Similarly,
in smokers, increase in homocysteine levels
are strongly correlated with an increased
tendency to develop hypofolatemia and
hypovitamin B12 (Mouhamed et al., 2011).
Moreover, stress has also been attributed to
raise the Hcy levels in the body (Sawai &
Ohshige, 2008). While it has also been found
that plasma homocysteine level, an
independent risk factor of cardiovascular
disease, was increased by caffeine and coffee
intake in randomized controlled trials (Lim &
Chang, 2020).

Figure 1
Homocysteine Metabolism
Possible
Root
Causes
of
High
Homocysteine Levels
The levels of Hcy can increase by defective
metabolism of methionine, resulting from
either mutation in certain genes or enzymes
(MTHFR) or deficiencies of certain vitamin
cofactors- Vitamin B12, Folic Acid,
Pyridoxine (Vitamin B6). MTHFR is an
important
enzyme
in
homocysteine
metabolism that catalyzes the conversion of 5,
10-methylenetetrahydrofolate
into
5methyltetrahydrofolate, the predominant
circulating form of folate. In addition to
genetic alterations and vitamin deficiencies,
several other environmental factors are
known to contribute to variations in Hcy
levels. People with renal dysfunction often
exhibit high homocysteine levels. The close
relationship between plasma homocysteine
and GFR suggests that homocysteine is

Certain
medical
conditions
like
hypothyroidism are also indicators of
increased levels of homocysteine. Thyroid
status has a profound impact on various
biochemical reactions including secondary
effects on homocysteine metabolism. Thyroid
hormones markedly affect riboflavin
metabolism,
mainly
by
stimulating
flavokinase and thereby the synthesis of flavin
mononucleotide (FMD) and flavin adenine
dinucleotide (FAD). These metabolic
alterations
may
affect
homocysteine
metabolism because FMD and FAD serve as
cofactors for enzymes involved in the
metabolism of vitamin B6, vitamin B12 and
folate (Lien & Hustad, 2001).
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The lymphatic system is also known as the
body’s “waste disposal", because it transports
waste products out of the body. These include,
for example, proteins, metabolic breakdown
products or inflammatory products. Hcy is the
major metabolic breakdown product of the
methylation pathway. Excretion of Hcy
becomes difficult in the presence of lymphatic
congestion. (Medi, n.d.). Lastly, some
medications are believed to alter total Hcy
concentrations by interfering with the
metabolism of folate or vitamins B12 or B6 or
by altering renal function. Several widely
used drugs, such as lipid-lowering drugs (like
fibrates and niacin), oral hypoglycemic drugs
(like metformin), insulin, drugs used in
rheumatoid arthritis, and anticonvulsants are
also known to be causes of elevated Hcy
concentrations (Dierkes & Westphal, 2005).
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and essential vitamins (Folic acid, vitamin
B6, vitamin B12) required for physiological
processes within the body. The insufficiency
of these vitamin cofactors in transformation
pathways
can
produce
elevated
homocysteine levels that place patients at
risk for vascular disease. Hcy is associated
with damage to the vascular system by a
mechanism related to oxidative stress,
resulting in a build-up of damaging free
radicals (Vazquez & Escobedo, 2010). Free
radical oxygen species may trigger many
brain diseases including stroke and vascular
dementia. These reactive chemical, oxygen,
or nitrogen species generate free radicals,
which can damage the neuronal lipid bilayer
by oxidizing lipids and proteins in the
vascular endothelial wall. Hcy itself can
undergo auto-oxidation, thus causing the
disruption of redox homeostasis and
affecting the redox signalling pathways in
vascular and neuronal cells (Vazquez &
Escobedo, 2010).

Deleterious Effects of High Homocysteine
Hcy is a naturally occurring homologue of the
amino acid cysteine and differs by only an
additional methylene (-CH2) group in normal
physiological conditions. Hcy does not come
from the diet; it is primarily synthesized from
methionine through a multi-step process
within the body. According to earlier reports,
hyperhomocysteinemia leads to endothelial
cell damage, reduction in the flexibility of
vessels, and alters the process of homeostasis.
All these mechanisms have been linked to
cause cardiovascular problems (Ganguly &
Alam, 2015).

Methodology
The study was conducted for a time period
of 12 weeks as per the iTHRIVE-in-3
protocol. Men and women aged between
25-50 years with high homocysteine levels
(>6 μmol/L) were enrolled and the
exclusion criteria were pregnant women and
lactating mothers and participants unable to
follow the interventional strategies
(included in the iTHRIVE-in-3 dietary
protocol). An informed consent was taken
from all the participants of the study.

Excess accumulation of Hcy in the body also
causes cell damage and leads to vascular and
microvascular disease thereby promoting
cerebrovascular dysfunction (Kamat &
Vacek, 2015). This occurs because of an
error in biochemical transformation in
metabolic processes. High homocysteine
(Hyperhomocystinemia- HHcy) may serve
as a possible indicator of a lack of necessary

All the participants were prescribed to test
for their Total homocysteine levels at the
baseline and post-intervention, that is, after
the period of 3 weeks. Interventional
strategies included in the iTHRIVE-in-3
protocol were:
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•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Total elimination of gluten containing
foods, dairy products, soy and corn
products- lowers inflammation caused
by high Hcy
Total elimination of tea and coffee- for
better absorption of nutrients and
lowering coffee and thereby hcy
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Table 1
Characteristics

Baseline

pAfter
intervention value

Total
Homocysteine
(µmol/L)

15.49(4.27) 10.34(3.86)

<0.001

Baseline and Post-intervention Hcy
Values of Participants in the Study
Note. Data are means ± SD, paired sample
t-test.

Total elimination of PUFAs from
vegetable/
seed
oilslowering
inflammation, oxidative stress, insulin
resistance
Micronutrient supplementation
(especially vitamin B6, B12 and Folate)
Trimethyglycine supplement
Meditative practices and physical
activity- for addressing stress
Lymphatic massage

Changes in total homocysteine values
Table-1) from baseline to post-intervention
are statistically significant. Overall
strategies included in the intervention
showed an efficacious result in lowering the
total Hcy concentrations.

Dietary intake along with other interventional
guidelines recommended as part of iTHRIVEin-3 dietary protocol were assessed daily. A
tracker in the form of a Google sheet with predetermined categories for assessment (weight,
daily
food
intake,
supplementation,
meditation, physical activity) was shared and
all the participants were suggested to fill it
daily. T-test was used to find the significant
difference between the two readings, before
and after the intervention.

Figure 2
Box plot with before-after Homocysteine
value
Note. X-axis:
VAR00001- Baseline Homocysteine levels
VAR0002- After intervention Homocysteine
levels
Y-axis: Homocysteine levels

Results and Discussion
Total homocysteine values were recorded
twice- at baseline and after the
intervention. Changes in the Hcy
concentrations were statistically analysed
using paired t-test in order to find
significant differences in the before-after
levels.

The box plot (Fig.2) also indicates significant
post intervention drop in the homocysteine
values of the subjects when compared with the
baseline values. Baseline Hcy values ranging
between 15-20 μmol/L reduced up to 10
μmol/L after the study participants were put
on iTHRIVE-in-3 dietary and lifestyle
protocol.
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In this 12-week interventional study,
homocysteine levels were altered with the
appropriate dietary and lifestyle strategies.
The dietary interventions as recommended in
the iTHRIVE dietary protocol elicited marked
improvements in better absorption of
nutrients, reduced renal overload, appropriate
functioning of biochemical pathways and
finally reduced triggers that can
result in
high homocysteine levels.
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have been found in people perceiving
increased stress. It was reported that
approximately 20–50% of patients with
severe depression had increased total Hcy
levels (McRae, 2012). Inclusion of meditative
practices and encouragement to perform
physical activity to effectively lower stress
levels and tracking of the same helped in
thereby lowering the homocysteine levels
(Cramer & Hall, 2016). Lyphatic massages
help in decongestion of the lymphatic system
and effective removal of metabolic waste
from the body.

Previous studies demonstrate significant
reduction in homocysteine levels on a glutenfree (GF) diet (Dickey et al., 2008). Gluten is
a potent gut inflammatory substance which
damages the gut lining and hinders the
absorption of nutrients. GF diet is known to
have been linked with improving gut health.

Thus,
interventional
strategies
as
recommended under the iTHRIVE-in-3
protocol can help in lowering the
homocysteine levels to a great extent.

Hormonal treatments to the pasteurized,
packaged dairy products are also causative
factors for hindered nutrient absorption.
Research also suggests the antinutrient impact
of soy and soy products and further inhibition
of absorption of nutrients too (Liener, 1994).
Moreover, Olthof et al. (2001) found that
chlorogenic acid, a compound in coffee, and
black tea raise total homocysteine
concentrations in plasma.
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Abstract
The native people of India have been referred
to as Adivasis or Scheduled Tribes. India has
the second-largest population of tribals. 705
ethnic groups have been identified as
Scheduled Tribes. Scheduled Tribes were
considered under the lowest income group in
India. Over 94 million tribals live in rural
areas. Despite various kinds of policies and
programs they remain the most excluded and
live in miserable conditions due to various
factors such as geographical isolation, poor
healthcare delivery systems, beliefs, and
customs. The objective of this research was to
assess the nutritional intake of Warli tribe
children using a 24-hour dietary recall and
food frequency questionnaire and comparing
it with the recommended dietary allowance. It
is important to understand the nutritional
status of tribal children. It will help to bridge
the gap and make it easy to plan future
interventions. This was a cross-sectional
study, involving 300 children (150 boys and
150 girls) of age group 10-15 years. A random
sampling method is used. From the study, it
was noted that higher consumption of energy,
protein, carbohydrates, fats, calcium, and iron
was seen in girls. The tribal children were
found to be extremely undernourished. It was
concluded that the nutritional status of boys

was poorer than girls. There was a higher
consumption of outside food than homemade ones. There was a lack of nutritional
awareness
amongst
the
children.
Keywords: nutrition, Palghar, rural area,
Scheduled Tribes, tribal children, Warli
The native people of India are referred to as
Adivasis or Scheduled Tribes. India has the
largest population of tribals. 705 ethnic
groups and communities are identified as
Scheduled
Tribes
(Census,
2011).
Approximately 8.6 percent of the total Indian
population i.e., 104 million are tribals
(Census, 2011). They are mostly dependent
on forests and other natural resources. Most
tribal people are concentrated in a third of
India’s 640 districts and, the majority, over 94
million, live in rural areas.
It was noted that only 13.8% of households
had any usual member covered by a health
scheme or health insurance (NFHS 4). A
study showed that 27% of households were
food secure and had malnourished children.
29% of households were food insecure. The
results by Rao (1994) indicated a strong
socioeconomic gradient and noted that food
insecurity continues to be widely prevalent
among tribal populations: nearly half of the
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households either face direct risks of food
insecurity or constitute the borderline group.
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2. Lakhani Adivasi School, Borigaon.
Taluka- Talasari. District- Palghar.
Maharashtra.

It is important to understand the nutritional
status of tribal children. It will help to bridge
the gap and make it easy to plan future
interventions. There is limited research done
on tribal children's nutrition. The health status
and quality of life can be improved by
focusing on all the determinants of health, as
it has been proved that health is not only a
function of medical care but is determined by
the cultural traditions, economic, social, and
political organizations of the society. Joshi et
al., (2016) mentioned that it is important to
engage the community in the planning and
monitoring of health service delivery.

Consent form
A consent form was filled along with the
signatures of the student/parent/guardian and
the Principal. The consent form was made that
was best suited for the target population
(English and Marathi).
Inclusion criteria:
1. Children within the age group of 10-15
years of age.
2. Children belonging to the Warli
population.
Exclusion criteria:
1. A child suffering from any clinical
condition.

Aim
To assess the nutritional intake of tribal
children of Palghar district, Maharashtra,
aged 10-15 years using a food frequency
questionnaire and 24-hour dietary recall and
comparing it with recommended dietary
allowance.

Ethics approval
Inter System Biomedica Ethics Committee
(ISBEC) for the study.
Tools for Data Collection
A structured questionnaire was administered
to collect information from the children.
According to the purpose of the study, the
questionnaire was divided into two sections:
1. Demographic information: Information
about child, name, age, gender, family
members, father’s and mother’s occupation
and contact details.
2. Nutrient intake assessment: Using 24-hour
diet recall and food frequency questionnaire,
micro and macronutrients were calculated.

Methodology
It was a cross-sectional study of 300 (150
boys and 150 girls) tribal children selected by
the random sampling method.
The Warli tribe resides in the coastal area of
the Maharashtra-Gujarat border. For the
study, children living in the Palghar district,
Maharashtra were selected. The caste
certificate of the children was referred to
know their caste.

Nutrient Intake Assessment
Questions were based upon their daily diet
routine, type of diet i.e., vegetarian or nonvegetarian, food allergies, frequency of meal
consumption, skipping of meals were
included.

Site of the study
1. K.D. Tandel English Medium School, Zai.
Taluka- Talasari. District- Palghar.
Maharashtra.
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24-Hour Home Recall
The subjects were asked about their food
schedule of the previous day (from waking up
to falling asleep at night). Standardized cups
were used as a tool to understand the quantity
of food that they had been consuming.
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Table 1
The coding of study participant based on age
and gender
Age and gender of
participant
10-12-year-old
boys (n=86)
13-15-year-old
boys (n=64)
10-12-year-old
girls (n=70)
13-15-year-old
girls (n=64)

The macro and micronutrients were
calculated using software called ‘Ntuitive
calculator’. Macronutrients include energy,
carbohydrates,
protein,
and
fat.
Micronutrients including calcium, iron,
Vitamin A, β carotene, B12, folate, Vitamin
C, Vitamin D were calculated out of the recall.
To understand the portion size, nearby
households were visited. Their portion size,
cooking methods were noted. Accordingly,
nutrient intake was calculated.

Code allotted for the
participant group
1A
2A
1B
2B

Nutrient Intake in Children
Food Habits
Amongst 300 children, only 3% were
vegetarian. 97% of children consumed nonvegetarian food such as fish, egg, and chicken
on a regular basis.

Food Frequency Questionnaire
The questionnaire aimed to assess the
frequency of consumption of the food. The
options used in the food frequency
questionnaire were daily, twice a week, once
a week, once in 15 days, once a month and
rarely.

Meal Patterns of Children
A variation in the meal pattern was observed.
58.7% of boys consumed 4-5 meals and 2.7%
consumed 2-3 meals in a day. 29.3% of boys
had 5-6 meals per day. A similar pattern was
observed in girls. 5-6 meals were consumed
by 38% of girls. 47.3% of girls were
consuming 4-5 meals in a day. 2-3 meals per
day were consumed by 1.3% of girls. (Fig.1)

Data analyses were performed using SPSS
software for Windows (version 25, 2017, IBM
Corporation, Armonk, New York, United
State). The value of p<0.05 was considered to
be statistically significant.
Results and Discussion
Occupation of Parents
It was observed that 33.3% of males were
factory workers, 26.3% were into the fishing
business and 12.7% were farm labourers.
Among females, 43.7% were housewives,
22% were working on a farm and 21.7% were
factory employees.

Figure 1
Meal Frequency in Children
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Skipping of Meals by Children
34% of girls and 26.7% of boys skipped
meals. This clearly showed that girls had a
larger frequency of skipping meals than boys
(Fig. 2).
22.3% of subjects skipped meals because of
lack of appetite. It was noted that both the
parents were working, because of which,
mothers may not get enough time to cook for
the child or family.
Figure 3
Consumption of Outside Food
A similar study was conducted on the schoolgoing children of rural Himachal Pradesh.
Their outside food preference and frequency
were noted. 36% of children were consuming
outside junk food. 22% of children were
consuming more than two junk foods in 24
hours.
Frequency of Outside Food Consumption in
Children
Figure 2

Meal Pattern for Children
It was observed that 79.3% of girls and 78%
of boys consumed breakfast every day. It was
also depicted that 92% of boys and 84.7% of
girls consumed lunch every day. It was
observed that girls skipped lunch and dinner
more than boys. 86% of girls and 93.3% of
boys were consuming dinner regularly.

Reason for Skipping Meals in Children
An increase in the trend of outside food
consumption was seen. The study indicated
that 62% of girls and 58% of boys consumed
outside food daily. This showed that girls
consumed such foods more often than boys.
In the diet recall, upon being asked about
consumption of such food, it was noted that
the child had consumed a minimum of 1
outside food in the last 24 hours. Another
reason could be that the working parents gave
money to the children instead of tiffin. The
children then went ahead and purchased junk
food. All these factors have led to an increase
in junk food consumption in these tribal
children.

Consumption of In-between Snacks
All the subjects had 3 major meals i.e.,
breakfast, lunch, and dinner, and in-between
snacks. Snacks were consumed during school
breaks and the evening. Consumption of
outside food like vada pav and samosa,
wafers, and biscuits were consumed daily. It
was noted that a subject was consuming on an
average one packet of biscuit or wafer.
(Fig. 4)
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The consumption of Vitamin C was more in
1B than in group 1A (p=0.013). There was no
significant correlation amongst other nutrients
and nutrient intake between the two groups
was the same.
A study was conducted on the girls of the
Wardha region and it was found that they
consumed approximately 1400 Kcals and
39.5gm protein. Iron intake amongst them
was 13.2±2.5 mg/day. Which was also
observed in study by Deshmukh (2006). A
study carried out by Chaturvedi in 1996 on the
girls of rural Rajasthan showed that girls in
the age group of 10-12 years were protein
deficit by 29% and 13-15 years were deficit
by 32%.

Figure 4
In-between Snacks
The influence of non-tribals i.e., outsiders
living in the rural or neighbouring region of
the tribals had a greater impact on the food
choices of the subjects. Mishra (2017) quoted
that instead of indulging in locally available
healthy food, they opt for junk food and cause
a negative impact on their health.

Table 3
Nutrients
Consumption
in
Children
According to Gender and Age (13-15 years)

Table 2
Nutrient Consumption in Children According
to Gender and Age (10-12 years)

Energy (Kcals)
Protein(gm)
Carbohydrates(g
m)
Fats(gm)
Calcium(gm)
Iron(mg)
Vit B12(mg)
Folate(mg)
Vit C(mg)
Beta Carotene
(mg)
% Energy from
CHO
% Energy from
protein
% Energy from
fats

BOYS
(10-12
YRS)
(n=86)
1477±324
38.9±12.2
209.2±44.
8
50.29±15.
7
369.6±175
.5
8.8±2.9
0.36±0.4
214.2±162
.8
80.6±71.6
1791±314
56.9±5.8
10.4±1.8
30.4±5.6

GIRLS (1012
YRS)
(n=70)

p(<0.0
5)
Energy (Kcals)

1466±344
38.6±17.1
206.2±52.8

0.839
0.887
0.698

51.47±15.7

0.643

365.64±166
.2
8.4±3.1
0.26±0.32
212.6±141.
9
114.1±95.1
1944±321

0.893

56.3±6.5
10.4±1.8
31.4±5.6

Protein(gm)
Carbohydrates(g
m)
Fats(gm)
Calcium(gm)
Iron(mg)
Vit B12(mg)
Folate(mg)

0.471
0.115
0.947

0.899

Vit C(mg)
Beta
carotene(mg)
% Energy from
CHO
% Energy from
protein

0.279

% Energy from
fats

0.013*
0.735
0.551

BOYS
(13-15
YRS)
(n=64)

GIRLS
(13-15
YRS)
(n=80)

p
(<0.0
5)

1353.9±28
4.4
33.6±10.3
192.6±45.2

1525±352.4

0.002*

39.9±13
209.8±50.2

0.002*
0.034*

48.06±12.3
338.16±13
1.2
8.2±2.9
0.37±1.06
197.8±131.
1
117.1±90.6
1802.7±30
0.4
56.8±5.04

56.2±15
404.5±162.2

0.001*
0.009*

9.7±3.4
0.33±0.31
281.03±169.
11
139.3±90.3
2617.9±292.
7
55.19±4.81

0.007*
0.726
0.002*

9.83±1.61

10.38±1.77

0.055

31.9±3.68

33±3.21

0.064

(* shows significant correlation)

(* shows significant correlation)
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0.056
0.005*
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A significant correlation was found between
2A and 2B. Calories (p=0.002), protein
(p=0.002), carbohydrates (p=0.0034), fats
(p=0.001), calcium (p=0.009), folate
(p=0.002), and iron (p=0.007) consumption
was more in girls (group 2B) than boys. But
boys had a higher intake of calories from
carbohydrates than in girls (p=0.005).

consumption of fruits in children. 5.7%
consumed 1 apple daily. A minimum of 2
chickoos was consumed by 60% of
subjects. Folate intake was also on a higher
side (153.1 mg in boys and 151.8 mg in
females). From 24-hour recall and food
frequency of the subject, the reason for
increased consumption of folate was a high
intake of sprouts (117.9gm of cooked moong,
144.6gm of cooked chana was consumed by
the subjects), eggs (a minimum was 1 egg was
consumed by the subjects), fruits and green
leafy vegetables (114g methi was consumed
and 2.7% subjects have it on daily basis).
Observing the figure, it was seen that girls
consumed approximately 72.9% of RDA of
energy, and boys had 67.4% of RDA
(p<0.05). It was observed that girls consumed
significantly more than boys, iron
consumption was higher in boys as compared
to girls. Vitamin C intake was again higher in
girls.

Although the girls consumed more nutrients
than boys in the present study, they were
inadequate. This could affect their health and
growth. A study by Mishra et al., (2006) on
Kamar tribal children of Chhattisgarh showed
that boys consumed a higher proportion of
energy than girls. As the age increased,
protein consumption of girls decreased as
compared to boys of the same age group.
Table 4
Percent RDA Comparison of Nutrient Intake
in Children Aged 10-12 years

Energy
(Kcals)
Protein
(gm)
Calcium
(gm)
Vit B12
(mg)
Iron (mg)
Folate
(mg)
Vit C (mg)
Beta
Carotene
(mg)

BOYS (1012 YRS)
(n=86)
67.4±14.8

GIRLS (10-12
YRS) (n=70)

p
(<0.05)

72.9±17.2

0.033

97.42±30.5

95.6±42.2

0.759

46.2±21.9

45.7±20.78

0.893

61.77±8.3

43.8±6.41

0.115

41.9±14
153.1±12.5

31.3±11.56
151.88±12.1

0.001
0.947

201±19.3
29.01±5.9

285.4±28.4
27.47±6.1

0.013
0.858
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Studies done on the Sugali tribe of Andhra
Pradesh by Reddy & Rao, (2000) showed that
the children consumed nutrients lower than
RDA. Upon gender comparison, girls
consumed calories and proteins near to RDA
values.
Table 5
Percent RDA Comparison of Nutrient Intake
in Children Aged 13-15 years

Energy
(Kcals)
Protein
(gm)
Calcium
(gm)
Iron (mg)

Data presented as a percentage.
From the table, it was indicated that
consumption of energy, protein, calcium,
vitamin B12, iron, and beta carotene was
below RDA. Vitamin C was found to be
consumed significantly higher than RDA
(p=0.013). The reason was an increase in the

Vit
B12
(mg)
Folate (mg)

30

BOYS (1315 YRS)
(n=64)
49.2±10.3

GIRLS (13-15
YRS) (n=80)

p
(<0.05)

65.4±15.2

0.001

61.8±18.9

76.8±24.9

0.001

42.2±16.4

50.5±20.3

0.009

25.7±9.2

35.6±12.5

0.001

62.3±22.2

54.8±5.8

0.722

131.9±10.9

187±12.6

0.002
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Vit C (mg)

292.9±28.3

348.2±25.2

0.147

Beta
Carotene
(mg)

20.2±3.3

29.3±3.3

0.065
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Portion Size Intake of Cooked Food
According to Gender
Table 6
Portion Size Intake According to Gender

Data presented as a percentage.
Correlation between genders showed that
girls consumed more calories than boys.
Apart from it, protein, calcium, iron, and
folate consumption were nearer to RDA
amongst girls (p<0.05). Even though girls
consumed more than boys, it was found to be
less and inadequate than the recommended
values. Similarly, like above, vitamin C and
folate consumption was more than RDA.

TOTAL(N
=300)

BOYS(n=
150)

GIRLS(n=
150)

p
(<0.0
5)

Wheat(roti)

1.95(1-7)

2.19(1-7)

1.7(1-6)

Rice(gm)

281(100500)
117.9(50200)
144.6(50300)

312(100500)
126.9(50200)
124.2(50300)

294(100300)
109.1(50200)
105.4(50200)

0.00
1*
0.00
1*
0.00
3*
0.00
5*

Milk(ml)

188.7(50350)

195.2(50350)

182.9(75300)

0.25
4*

Groundnuts
(gm)
Egg(pc)

78.2(5-100)

74(5-100)

1.2(0.5-3)

1.3(0.5-3)

81.6(10100)
1.1(0.5-2)

Fish(gm)

150.2(50200)

150.1(50200)

150.5 (50250)

0.07
1*
0.00
1*
0.77
7*

Capsicum(
gm)

93.2(50200)

98.2(50200)

88.2(50200)

0.01
8*

Chickoo

2.2(1-5)

2.4(1-5)

2.1(1-5)

Pakoda(pc)

3.7(1-4)

2.6(1-3)

3.8(1-4)

0.00
1*
0.03
2*

Biryani(gm
)

194.1(100200)

208.6(100
-250)

175.9(100200)

0.00
8*

Other
vada(pc)

2(1-6)

2.3(1-6)

1.8(1-4)

0.05
2*

Moong(gm
)
Chana(gm)

A study was carried out on tribal children of
nine states of India. It was interpreted that
63% of adolescent boys and 42% of girls were
undernourished. The study also showed that
boys consumed nutrients on a lower level than
girls. The deficiency was seen mostly in
micronutrients like iron, vitamin A, and free
folic acid. The same was observed by Rao et
al., (2006).

(* shows significant correlation)
Frequency of Consumption of Food
The study depicted that the tribals have a
cereal-based diet and so have a high folate
intake. Boys consumed more moong and
chana than girls (p=0.003). Consumption of
milk was low and not significantly correlated
and depicts the low calcium intake.
Groundnuts are the poor man’s nuts. They
were easily available and cheaper than other
nuts. A child consumed approximately ½ cup
of groundnuts daily. Consumption of eggs
was significantly more in boys than in girls
(p=0.01). Consumption of vegetables was
found to be very low amongst the tribal
children.

Data presented as a percentage
Figure 5
Percent RDA Comparison of Nutrients Intake
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Similar results were seen by Mittal &
Srivastva, 2006, amongst the Oraon tribal
children where consumption of cereals was
the most, especially rice and wheat.
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also, amongst them, individual tribes differ
from each other. In view of realizing the status
and pattern to make any decisions.
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Abstract
The aim of the study was to check whether
people look for contradictory evidence or not,
or are falling prey to confirmation bias in
basing their opinions or thoughts. According
to the American Psychological Association
(APA), confirmation bias is the tendency to
gather evidence that confirms the pre-existing
expectations, typically by emphasizing or
pursuing
supporting
evidence
while
dismissing or failing to seek contradictory
evidence (n.d.).

from both sides, they did not look for disconformity evidence.
Keywords: confirmation bias, IsraelPalestine, opinion formation, disconfirming
evidence
In today’s day and age, the entire world has
shifted to an online platform to share and form
their opinions regarding various social and
political matters. Online users have a
propensity for selecting and endorsing claims
that adhere to their system of beliefs and to
overlook any information that disconfirms
this belief. The wide availability and the
algorithm of most of the social media
networking sites facilitate the aggregation of
like-minded individuals where discussions
tend to enforce group polarisation.
Confirmation bias is nothing but one’s
tendency to look out for evidence or
information that only supports the belief or
attitude held by them. Confirmation bias is
said to be a contributing factor in polarization
(Alsaad et al., 2018) and the viral
phenomenon (del Vicario et al., 2017).

The current conflict between Israel and
Palestine is disheartening and people seem to
be divided in terms of their opinions that made
this an apt issue to take up for the qualitative
study of confirmation bias among people.
Through a social media poll, we identified
individuals who were pro-Palestine and proIsrael, and selected them for the study with
their consent. We collected data from a total
sample of 35 Indian participants only, from
the age range 20 to 30 years, out of which 9
participants held a pro-Israel stand and 26
held a pro-Palestine stand. A survey
questionnaire was prepared, and participants
were interviewed using modes of internet/
phone audio calls and Google Form. The
collected data was qualitatively analyzed
using thematic analysis method and the major
themes and trends with respect to their reasons
for supporting either Israel or Palestine were
identified. The study was found to be in the
expected direction and the result indicated the
presence of confirmation bias among people

Peters (2020) cited Mercier and Sperber’s
take on the bias from their 2017 paper that
captures its essence and risks - “The bias
impedes the formation of well-founded
beliefs, reduces people’s ability to correct
their mistaken views, and makes them, when
they reason on their own, become
overconfident”. Likewise, Peters (2020) also
noted that under this tendency, the
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information processed by an individual may
not be impartial or completely reliable.
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For the purpose of this study, we observed the
confirmation bias and opinion formation of
individuals with regard to the Israel-Palestine
conflicts. The Israel-Palestine conflicts are no
stranger to the media and have been ongoing
for decades and covered by both traditional
and non-traditional forms of media all over
the globe. They are one of the most frequently
discussed foreign issues over the globe. The
media portrayal of these conflicts has seen to
have a major impact in moulding the global
perspective of the issues. The current ongoing
Israel-Palestine conflict of 2021 is not a novel
occurrence; the conflict has been on and off
since 1948 when the war that Palestinians call
“Al-Nakba” – or the Disaster, in other words,
and Israelis refer to as their “War of
Independence” occurred (Miller, n.d). Despite
more than 60 years of conflict and
international aid provided to the nations, the
history and origin of this conflict are unknown
to the majority of the world. The primary and
popular source of information remains images
and stories reported by the global media,
which in turn shapes the opinion of the people
who consume this information through
various channels – be it television, social
media, print media or radio. The role that the
media plays in the opinion formation of
individuals and the presence of confirmation
bias may lead to blinded support for one side
and the complete ignorance of the other.

Individuals are constantly exposed to a steady
stream of advice, judgements and opinions of
others regarding social and political ideas and
technologies.When individuals are confronted
with the opinions of their peers on any given
issue, they often tend to filter and integrate the
information that they receive and adjust their
own beliefs and views accordingly. The local
influences of friends, peers, family, and coworkers, combined with the global effects of
mass media (traditional as well as social
media), create a large mechanism that drives
the opinion formation regarding political and
social subjects such as elections, shaping
public opinion about social issues such as
climatic change, conflicts between nations
and governments of various countries.
The phenomenon of confirmation bias can be
observed in various scenarios, where
individuals seek out information that confirms
their beliefs instead of looking for
disconfirming evidence and forming a
holistic, well-informed opinion. Political
conflicts can be an interesting situation to
observe and study the presence of
confirmation bias amongst individuals as
there is evidence of a clear divide amongst
individuals. It is often observed that
individuals who choose one side in a conflict
do so with the absolute belief that the side
they’ve chosen has the moral, judicial and
social high ground. They display an
unwavering faith in their beliefs and will go to
extreme lengths to rationalise them. In doing
so, they often fail to look at the entire picture
and the events that led to the said conflict.
Thus, they form their opinions on a very
surface level, ignoring the holistic point of
view.

Thus, with the help of this preliminary
research, we aimed to study the opinion that
people form, their sources for forming said
opinions and whether or not they are aware of
the history that led to the current conflict. We
aim to use the Israel-Palestine conflict as a
tool to help us observe and study the
phenomenon of confirmation bias.
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Literature Review
According to Oswald and Grosjean (2004, p.
79), the term confirmation bias indicates
searching for, interpreting and remembering
information in a way that favours the
acceptance rather than rejection of the belief
held by one. In recent years, the role of
confirmation bias - reported synonymous to
conservatism, belief perseverance or
confirmational response bias among others
(Hergovich et al., 2010) - has been shown to
exert influence in a variety of decisionmaking processes of individual and
community importance (Peters, 2020).
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Hernandez and Preston (2012) found that
when content about a political issue was
presented in a fluent manner the opinion
divide was vast, but the confirmatory pattern
declined upon the content being presented in
a disfluent manner.
Methodology
Aim: To examine the presence of
confirmation bias in the way people form their
thoughts and opinions.
Selection of participants and data
collection: Participants were selected using
convenience sampling technique. The
participants were identified using a poll on
social media platforms Instagram and
LinkedIn. A total of 35 Indian participants
were interviewed from the age range 20 to 30
years, out of which 9 held a pro-Israel stand
and 26 held a pro-Palestine stand.

While Nickerson holds confirmation bias to
be pervasive, to Haidt, it is ineradicable
(Peters, 2020). Ling (2020) notes two studies
- that of Guilbeault, Becker and Centola from
2018, which states politically varying
messages to be mediators of biased beliefs,
and Valentino et al. from 2009, which states
how anxiety regarding one’s held political
stance can drive one to look for information
on dimensions that are different from the one
already considered.

Analysis Done: The data was qualitatively
analysed using thematic analysis method and
the major themes and trends with respect to
their reasons for supporting either Israel or
Palestine were identified. The participants
were also asked a couple of questions about
the Israel-Palestine history that led to the
conflict.

Ling (2020) also studied the influence social
networks exert on the opinion held by people,
citing Slater’s study from 2007 that states how
the social structure that one is a part of can be
influential in shaping one’s attitudes and
beliefs, and how closed social systems often
have “spirals of media selectivity”, whereby a
group chooses to select a narrative or line of
information and sticks to it vehemently.

Procedure: A survey questionnaire was
prepared and participants were interviewed
using modes of the Internet (Zoom
calls)/phone audio calls and Google form. The
demographic information of the participants
was collected which included their age,
gender, religion, educational qualification and
city. All participants consented to be a part of
the study, and confidentiality and anonymity
were maintained.

Interestingly, Dickinson (2020) found a link
between deliberation and confirmation bias,
with those sparing more thoughts over the
issue presented in their study being closer on
the estimations of confirmation bias.
Furthermore, in their study on effects of
fluency and disfluency on confirmation bias,
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Results
Whether opinions were based on factual or
arbitrary information was decided based on
two questions:
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2. Israel's right to protect itself from
external threats.
3. Activities of Hamas that were
terrorizing.

1. If the participants were aware about the
Arab-Nazi collaboration of the World
War II?
2. If the participants had read or knew about
the Hamas Covenant/ Charter of 1988?

The responses from participants in both
groups were emotionally charged. The proPalestine individuals were more emotionally
moved by the loss of human life, especially of
the vulnerable section of women and children,
while pro-Israel individuals were driven by
concerns of national safety of Israel and its
right to self-determination. Their strong
support for either of the nations hindered them
from seeing the other side of the picture,
rather they came up with rationalizations to
support their opinions when justifying a
counter argument - (e.g. A few proPalestinian participants believed that Hamas'
attacks were justified as retaliation of Israel's
unethical control and dominance while some
said the amount of violence deterred them
emotionally from seeking more information,
and pro-Israeli participants believed that
Israel has complete right to attack Palestine
because of the constant terrorist activities by
Hamas. In either case, participants of both the
groups did not look at the counter side and the
historical background of the issue to form a
balanced opinion. Talking from the context of
the knowledge of the history of the issue, only
2 pro-Israel participants had fair enough
knowledge, right from the Ottoman Turks to
the current situation, and were inclined
towards Israel's stand supporting its right to
self-determination, in the backdrop of
numerous anti-Semitic attacks. They were
looking at the current situation only from
Israel's historical perspective, not considering
the plight of the victims of this current
retaliation. Thus, the data received was in line
with Mercier and Sperber’s (2017, p. 215)
findings that confirmation bias impedes

Out of the 9 pro-Israel participants, 3 (33.3%)
said they were aware of the Arab Nazi
Collaboration and 3 (33.3%) agreed to have
known about the Hamas Covenant. From
among the 26 pro-Palestine participants, 3
(33.3%) answered ‘Yes’ to knowing about the
Arab-Nazi collaboration and 11 (42.3%) said
they were aware of the Hamas Covenant. This
suggested that very few people from both
sides had much knowledge about the
historical background of the whole issue, and
were basing their opinions on the recent
information being presented through news
and social media.
Discussion
The results suggested that participants based
their opinions without taking a thorough note
of the entire picture. So, what might possibly
be the factors influencing their strong stands
for either of the sides? A thematic analysis of
the responses revealed repetitive themes in the
participants’ thought processes. The most
common themes in the responses of the proPalestine participants were:
1. Illegal Occupation of Jerusalem.
2. Support and solidarity on humanitarian
ground, and sentiments of community and
brotherhood.
The common themes in the responses of
pro-Israel participants were:
1. Israel's right for self-determination.
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formation of well-founded beliefs, and makes
people overconfident about their own views.
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exposure in the politically relevant domains of
thinking (Knobloch-Westerwick et al., 2015,
p. 173). Knobloch-Westerwick et al. (2015)
also found that when online, individuals who
attach high importance to particular political
topics “spent more time on attitude-consistent
messages than users who attached low
importance to the topics, and attitudeconsistent
messages
were
preferred,
reinforcing the attitudes further.” Though we
couldn't verify it, based on the nature of their
responses we may assume that participants in
both the groups followed information sources
on online and social media platforms that
were consistent with their opinions, further
strengthening them, than also seeking the
‘other side of the story’. Thus, confirmation
bias was seen in both the groups.

We had asked participants whether they
believed that religion, or religious conflict had
any role in the Israel-Palestine issue to which
there were mixed reactions, some believed
that the issue began because of religious
disputes, but there was a mild consensus
among participants from both the groups that
the issue was more about political dominance
and land ownership than a religious feud. So
the 'influence of religion' as a factor was ruled
out. Another interesting thing we saw in the
study was the phenomenon of identifying with
the issue. Some pro-Palestinian participants
cited their support to be coming from their
feeling of brotherhood which they felt
towards the Palestinian community on basis
of their common religious faith, especially
growing up learning about the whole issue
from the perspective of the community and its
sufferings in Palestine. A participant also
expressed her anger towards the Gulf
countries for not helping Palestine, despite
claiming to be the champions of the
community. Much striking was the responses
of pro-Israeli participants, some of them drew
parallels with the India-Pakistan disputes,
looking at Israel as India and Palestine as
Pakistan, and hence their stand was fuelled to
be even stauncher. These trends support the
findings of Slater’s study (2007; cited in Ling,
2020) about how the social structure that one
is a member of, can influence the formation of
one’s attitudes and beliefs, and how closed
social systems often have “spirals of media
selectivity, whereby a group chooses to select
a narrative or line of information and sticks to
it vehemently.” It also supported the results
found by Taber and Lodge (2006) cited in
Knobloch-Westerwick et al. 2015 study that
confirmation biases influence the processing
of political arguments i.e. it leads to selective

Limitations and Future Suggestions
The study collected data from a sample of 35
Indian participants only, and the 2 groups
were not proportionate too (pro-Palestine
group was more than double the number of
pro-Israel participants). For a pilot study as
ours, this sample served the purpose of getting
an idea about presence and influence of
confirmation bias in opinion formation on
political issues. However, we do believe that
to have a strong claim about the results, in
future, a larger and proportionate sample
should be taken. Another limitation of the
study is the questions employed to collect data
- there weren't explicit probing questions to
gain a better understanding of the details of
participants’ opinion formation. This was
done taking into consideration the sensitivity
of the issue as it was an on-going conflict
during the data collection stage, and we didn't
wish to cause more distress to participants.
However, due to this there are many loopholes
left unanswered in our study. In future, the
study could employ more questions to acquire
a better understanding of opinions and give
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the participants an opportunity to elaborate on
their responses. Lastly, the mode of the
interview could be constant - either via
Google forms or audio calls or face to face
interviews, whichever works best for
researchers, to ensure consistency in data
collection method.
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no one to judge the right and wrong in the
Israel-Palestine issue, both of them have their
own side of the story and an equal share in the
blame of this conflict, and thus forming
opinions on such long-standing conflict
requires one to delve deeper, and not believe
things just because they support our
preconceived, half-knowledge-based notions.
We don't know how much this study may
create an impact on a societal level, but we are
content that, because of this attempt, at least
some of those 35 individuals got encouraged
to seek counter information and understand
the issue better.

Conclusion
Since time immemorial, ‘divide and rule’ has
been a go-to policy for capturing power. The
invaders used it to gain rule, the rulers used it
to gain support and to sustain their control.
But the victims were always the common
people, having no clue how they were
manipulated to believe the half-truths and sly
lies, never knowing the whole picture; this
made them easy pawns for the power hungry,
to be pitted against the ‘imagined’ enemy for
their selfish interests. And people fell prey to
this more for the tendency of confirmation
bias.
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Abstract
A study of 28-days gratitude practices over a
span of 6-months was conducted to promote
the physical and psychological wellbeing of
various individuals amidst the Covid-19
pandemic lockdown. A total of 110
participants (ages 14 – 80 years) were
assigned gratitude practices each day for 28
days. Participants who completed self-stated
gratitude practices increased feelings of
happiness, awareness, and life satisfaction
amidst pandemic lockdown.

children. In moments of crisis such as the
COVID-19 pandemic, a grateful attitude is
necessary to support our positive outlook – to
bring hope, health, and healing.
The word ‘gratitude’ has several different
meanings, depending on the context used.
However, a practical clinical definition is as
follows—gratitude is the appreciation of what
is valuable and meaningful to oneself; it is a
general state of thankfulness and appreciation.
The majority of empirical studies indicate that
there is an association between gratitude and
a sense of overall well-being. (Sansone &
Sansone, 2010).

Keywords: gratitude, health, happiness
The COVID-19 pandemic unexpectedly
affected our day-to-day life. From social
distancing measures, constant sanitization to
the closure of religious places, schools,
colleges, restaurants, theatres, clubs, gyms,
and so on rapidly brought life as we knew it to
a standstill. Most individuals had been
affected in multiple avenues of their life: job
security, financial security, the health of
oneself, the well-being of their loved ones as
unprecedented challenges caused by the
pandemic resulted in devastating economic
and social disruptions.

Studies have proven that taking the time to
express gratitude deliberately can rewire our
brains, calm our minds, and build resilience.
The American Heart Association (AHA) has
stated that the practice of gratitude can
improve your heart health (AHA, 2016) On
the other hand, the National Institutes of
Health (NIH) claims that focusing on positive
emotions can help improve one’s ability to
cope with stress and reduce anxiety feelings
(NIH, 2019). Studies conducted by Robert A.
Emmons, an American psychologist, and a
leading gratitude researcher, suggested that
gratitude strengthens the immune system,
lowers blood pressure, reduces symptoms of
illness and makes us less bothered by aches
and pains. It also encourages us to exercise
more and take better care of our health.
Moreover, it also boosts feelings of optimism,

The lockdown was an overwhelming time,
both physically and emotionally, for
individuals who were not only working at
home but also working from home. During the
24-hour cycle, a single person had to play
various roles such as professional, cook,
caregiver, housekeeper, teacher to their
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joy, pleasure, enthusiasm, and other positive
emotions. (Emmons, 2010; UC Davis Health
Medical Centre, 2015).
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Thus, the cumulative effect of conducting
gratitude practices during the lockdown in a
group was to generate an amplified positive
feeling of looking at the bright side of life.

Emmons (2010) also stated that maintaining a
gratitude journal positively affects the mind
and body compared to those who do not keep
a journal. It thus became clear with multiple
studies conducted on gratitude that being
thankful effectively increases feelings of
happiness and reduces depression.

Objective
The COVID-19 pandemic and the restrictions
of a lockdown created fear, insecurities,
anxiety, unemployment, distress, and grief.
Furthermore, remaining isolated when under
quarantine, work from home, work at home,
and online schooling made it increasingly
overwhelming.

The COVID-19 pandemic has raised
awareness about health, hygiene, and
immunity building. Individuals tried it all,
from immune-boosting drinks/ foods to
popping multivitamins. However, what many
failed to realize was that if one continued
being anxious/fearful regarding the pandemic
and its associated implications, it could
negatively impact our immune system despite
all the immune-enhancing measures taken.
Whereas practicing gratitude and healthy
eating, exercising, and a few meditation
minutes helped strengthen the mind and body,
assisting in quick healing, as countless studies
have indicated.

Gratitude practices were conducted daily for
28 days to achieve a paradigm shift in
thinking. These methods encouraged
relearning ways of focusing on the positive
aspects of life amidst the crisis.
Methodology
This study aimed to analyze the impact of
gratitude on the overall well-being of
individuals during the lockdown. A total of
110 participants (ages 14 – 80 years) were
assigned gratitude practices each day for 28
days. The best-selling book, The Magic
written by Rhonda Byrne (2012), was used as
a template for this gratitude journey. Each
day, gratitude practices were messaged to the
gratitude group named The Magic Group.
These groups were created using the social
messaging platform WhatsApp. A summary
of the chapter and the gratitude-related tasks
were posted every night between 10-11 pm,
and the participants were given 24-hours to
complete them. However, a few chapters and
tasks were tweaked to suit the relevant group's
needs. E.g., a chapter on Giving gratitude to
work (Byrne, 2012, pp. 69-73) was presented
to students as Giving gratitude to college/
university and the knowledge gained during
the student years.

Studies conducted by Fredrickson Crown et
al. (2009) suggested that “Positive
psychology research demonstrates that
positive emotions, including gratitude, are
symbiotic with health and wellness, such that
positive emotions promote happiness and
flourishing, creating an upward spiral” (cited
in Fishman, 2020).
“Being grateful is a free mindfulness practice
to help us cope with anxiety and uncertainty
by focusing on what we value, what is in our
control, and what we can give back”
(Emmons, 2013).
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The practices were sub categorized as “health
and body, work and success, relationships,
money, passions, happiness, love and life,
nature (planet earth, air, water, and the sun)
and material goods and services” (Byrne,
2012, p. 33).
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their practices and completed the 28-days
gratitude journey at their own pace. They did
not maintain a gratitude journal.

To ensure continued interest and ascertain that
the practice of gratitude became a habit,
motivational quotes and videos were
included, along with daily follow-ups.
Once the participants completed the assigned
task, they were required to communicate with
the magic group by writing- Day Number (#),
DONE.

Figure 2
Subgroups of Participants
Note. The pie chart depicts the subgroups of
the varied backgrounds of those who actively
engaged in gratitude practices.

Results
Finding 1: Analysis of the cohort of
participants.
Out of 110 participants who signed up for The
Magic, 72 actively engaged in the practices
(as shown in figure 1). The remaining 38
participants never reciprocated.

Finding 2: Ensuring daily reminders of a
few critical words via placards, even after
the participants completed the task, helped
reinforce the practice of gratitude.
The participants were required to maintain an
account of the daily tasks in the form of a
‘Gratitude Journal’. The first task involved
writing 10 things they were grateful for each
day. The participants also utilized the
Gratitude Journal to write down ideas,
aspirations, goals, or what they needed at this
moment, short-term and long-term. The
gratitude tasks like “Make all your wishes
come true” or “The magical to-do list”
encouraged the participants to make their
vision board. A simple activity like “Magic
health” (as depicted in Figure 3), to give
thanks to the gift of health keeping us alive,
made the participants conscious and grateful
about their 24*7 unceasingly working cells,
organs, and their functions. The mere act of
finding and keeping a “Magic Rock” (as
depicted in Figure 4), also known as gratitude
rock, served as a reminder every night to think
and thank for the best moment of the day. The
task involving “Magic Money” (as depicted in

Figure 1
Active v/s Passive Participants
The pie chart indicates that 72 out of 110
participants (65.45%) actively engaged in The
Magic Group. Out of the 72 participants, 55
individuals practiced gratitude regularly (19
students, 21 professionals, 13 homemakers,
and 2 senior citizens) and completed the 28days gratitude journey (as shown in figure 2).
On the other hand, 17 individuals reported
having a neutral effect. They were irregular in
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Figure 5), in which one had to give thanks to
all the money given throughout their life,
made the participants appreciate all the money
received and earned. The participants were
required to keep these placards and the rock
within eye-sight, such that it could serve as a
daily reminder. Gratitude practices like
“magical relationships”, “magical people who
made a difference”, “magical way out of
negativity”, or “magical air we breathe”,
made the participants aware of themselves
and their surroundings.
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Finding 3: Impact of the practice, weeks or
months, 28 days after the participants
completed the task.
A quick follow-up was conducted with each
participant, 6-months after the first magic
group was created, to analyze the effects of
gratitude during the COVID-19 pandemic.
The survey revealed that the participants
observed maximum appreciation towards
having a roof over one's head, nature, a
continuous supply of essentials despite the
lockdown, and the selfless and tireless service
from the frontline workers. The gratitude
group worked as solidarity and support during
such a vulnerable time. The new normal not
only made 76.38% (55/72) of participants
appreciate nature but being grateful also made
them re-think the future of our environment
and work more towards becoming ecofriendly. On the other hand, although students
were thankful for the teacher's relentless work
during the pandemic, only 15.2% (11/72)
were happy about online schooling. They
reported the same: they missed their school/
college/professors and human contact.

Figure 3
Examples of the Task from the Chapter
“Magic Health” as done by the Participants

Figure 4
Examples of the Task from the Chapter
“Magic Rock” as done by the Participants

Figure 6
Increased gratitude
Note. The graph indicates the number of
participants (in %) who experienced the
magic of gratitude in various avenues.

Figure 5
Examples of the Task from the Chapter
“Magic Money” as done by the Participants
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“Magic
Ingredient”,
which involved
sprinkling one’s food and water with gratitude
and prayer; “Magic Morning”, which
enforced a feeling of gratitude for a new day;
“Magic Mirror”, which highlighted the
importance of self-love; and “Magically
transforming mistakes into blessings”, which
emphasized on giving gratitude to learning
from mistakes brought about an awareness of
little blessings in life, otherwise taken for
granted.

Finding 4: Impact of regularly practicing
gratitude despite having tested positive for
COVID-19 during the 28-day journey.
In the participant's cohort, three individuals
had tested positive for COVID-19 and placed
under the mandatory quarantine of 14 days.
Despite the overwhelming experience of
testing positive and being placed in isolation
without human contact for a duration of 2weeks, the daily practice of gratitude
generated a sense of self-belief and hoped that
they would overcome this adversity.

Overall, the gratitude practices also partially
converted negative emotions or anxiety
associated with the ongoing pandemic and
lockdown. The participants focused more on
the positives amidst the crisis during the
gratitude journey. E.g., instead of feeling
overwhelmed about working from home or a
potential salary cut, they were grateful about
having a job and getting 60 to 70 % of their
steady income.

One of the three participants expressed
gratitude that despite contracting the COVID19 virus, he was fit enough to continue his
ongoing work. He also felt incredibly thankful
that his young children and elderly parents
had tested negative. Another participant who
tested positive and displayed mild flu-like
symptoms spent 5-15 minutes every day
visualizing and imagining herself in an ideal
state of complete recovery and good health, as
emphasized in the chapter, “Magic and
Miracles in health”.

Further studies like these, will in all
probability, continue to highlight the
importance of this social emotion and
maximize the practice of gratitude, benefitting
one’s overall wellbeing.

The third participant, who, along with her
spouse, tested positive, exhibited a varying
degree of faith in the practice of gratitude as
she was more concerned about her spouse's
health than her own. Despite the emotional
upheaval inflicted by the illness, she was not
only able to overcome the disease but also
completed the 28-day gratitude cycle.
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Abstract

Textile materials do not have to be thrown out
in the trash; actually, they’re not really trash.
They can be recycled many times. The
process of recovering fiber, yarn or fabric and
reprocessing the textile material into useful
products is called textile recycling. Denim is
considered to be a prime fabric for recycling.
Old and used denims can be creatively
recycled into incredible, innovative, and
fruitful products. Recycled denims are a
significant and productive way to fix up while
contributing to the environment as well.
Cloths and fabrics used as part of home
furnishings are known as home textiles. They
make our lives more elegant, and give our
interiors a defined aesthetic element. Cushion
covers refer to the slips, which are put over to
keep the cushions safe from stains and dirt;
and also to enhance them according to our
taste and to harmonize with the decor pattern
of the room. Passed down from ages, Indian
traditional painting is still alive in many parts
of the country. Every region in India can be
linked with a specific form of art, covering
from Mithila paintings of North to Tanjore
paintings of the South, and Pattachitra in the
East to Warli in the west. Being culturally
diverse and distinct, a range of art forms have
developed over time; some unchanged by
modernisation, some transforming to new
paint colours and mediums. Hence, the
current study is based on design development

of decorative denim cushion covers with
Indian traditional art through a survey
method. During the survey, opinions
regarding denim cushion covers were
collected from customers. Four designs were
developed keeping all the details in mind.
These designs were well appreciated by the
respondents.
Keywords: textile recycling, denim jeans,
home textiles, Indian traditional painting.
Textile materials do not have to be thrown out
in the trash; actually, they’re not really trash.
They can be recycled many times. The
process of recovering fiber, yarn or fabric and
reprocessing the textile material into useful
products is called textile recycling. Textile
recycling has become a key focus of
worldwide sustainability efforts due to a
recent trend of over consumption and waste
generation in global fashion culture (Hawley,
2006). Denim apparel has become an
unavoidable part of every individual’s
wardrobe. Old and used denims can be
creatively
recycled
into
incredible,
innovative, and fruitful products. Denim is
considered to be a prime fabric for recycling.
Shaped with a little decorative craft items
made from old denims give an innovative look
and style for a minimum or almost no cost. An
excellent quilt is made from cutting the good
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claims made by the many ‘Progressive’
groups in their manifestos at the time of
Independence were swiftly forgotten; art
became formalist and took to imitating the
fashions of the west. It is now the fashion to
deride this, but the language of art had
proliferated into many dialects and Indian
artists would have remained illiterate if they
had not learned to discourse in all of them.
(1994).

parts of denims into squares and sewing them
together. Apart from this, used denim fabrics
also make attractive purses, cushion covers,
aprons, pot holders, place mats, and many
more. Recycled denims are a significant and
productive way to fix up while contributing to
the environment as well (Fibre2Fashion,
2011). Cloths and fabrics used as part of home
furnishings are known as home textiles. They
make our lives more elegant, and give our
interiors a defined aesthetic element. To be
definite, home textiles are not just any textile
within a residence (Muscato, 2021). Cushion
covers refer to the slips which are put over to
keep the cushions safe from stains and dirt and
also to enhance them according to our taste
and to harmonize with the decor pattern of the
room (S, 2012). Passed down from ages,
Indian traditional painting is still alive in
many parts of the country. Every region in
India can be linked with a specific form of art,
covering Mithila paintings of North to
Tanjore paintings of the South, and
Pattachitra in the East to Warli in the west
(Gupta, 2016). Being culturally diverse and
distinct, a range of art forms have developed
over the time; some unchanged by
modernization, some transforming to new
paint colors and mediums. Each portrays
religious epics or Gods and Goddesses
mostly, but they’re all distinctive,
commendable and perfect in their own might.
In the ancient times, they were made with
natural dyes made of soil, mud, leaves and
charcoal, whereas now they are made with
direct colors but it still gives a sense of
antiquity, vintage nostalgia (Vijaykumar,
2016).

According to Elias Khalil, it is observed that
denims, finishing with laser and ozone are a
reduced water treatment while water jet
fading system though consumes water but
assembling of water recycling system makes
it ecological and economic. The adoption of
these finishing technologies has brought
about a radical transformation in the garment
finishing industry, which is changing from an
artisanal, labor-intensive industry towards an
industry based on knowledge and technology
that feels more responsible for the
environment and for workers. (2015)
According to Shanthi Radhakrishnan, denim,
which is one of the most widely used
materials in the world, has a significant
impact on the environment in manufacturing
and waste management. Denim recycling has
opened vast opportunities for savings in the
use of raw materials, energy and water
consumption, chemicals and auxiliaries and
waste water treatment. Reprocessed fibers
from denim waste have the coloration from
the raw material used, and hence, dyeing and
finishing processes can be eliminated to a
great extent. (2016)
According to Nidhi Kalia and Vandana
Gandotra, “The concept of designing
household articles using synthetic leather
waste will be useful for designing different
household articles such as utility articles,
accessories and apparels.” (2016)

Literature Review
According to Krishna Chaitanya, the revival
of classical art in the first decades of the
twentieth century was in spite of its loud
claims seriously flawed; but the even louder
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Results and Discussion

1. We collected data from primary and
secondary sources for this study. Data
collection from primary sources includes
survey and survey analysis from customers.
Data collection from secondary sources
includes related research paper presentations
and internet surfing.
2. To understand the acceptance of using
denim cushion cover with Indian traditional
painting on it, for this survey, the
questionnaire method was used to find out
the
appropriate
information
on
understanding an individual's perception of
recycling of denim.

Figure 1
Recycled Denim Jeans
According to the survey, 51.3% of the
respondents have recycled denim jeans and
the rest 48.7% of the respondents have never
recycled denim jeans. Respondents who
recycle denim jeans have preferred making
fashion apparel first and then home
accessories
and
fashion
accessories
respectively.

3. Target group for the survey and survey
analysis for the preference of recycling of
denim jeans was 100-125 consumers.
Snowball and purposive sampling method
and questionnaire tool were used to find out
the
appropriate
information
on
understanding the acceptance of using
denim cushion cover with Indian traditional
painting on it. Design development of the
cushion cover was according to the survey.
Each individual was interviewed for 5-10
minutes.

Figure 2
Decorative Denim Cushion Cover with an
Indian Twist

4. According to the survey, four best Indian
painting designs were constructed and
created. After survey analysis, it was
conducted that denim cushion covers are
now highly acceptable home accessories
among most of the people in our country.
The changing trends in decorative denim
cushion cover are now available in the
market and have a positive scope for
acceptance.

Cushions bring about the comfort while the
cushion cover takes care of the style. Majority
of the respondents like decorative cushion
covers at home while only a few of them
don’t. If given a chance 82.3% of the
respondents would prefer using decorative
denim cushion covers with an Indian twist
while 16.3% weren’t sure about the same.
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The four most preferred Indian paintings by
the respondents were Warli painting from
Maharashtra, Kalamkari painting from
Andhra Pradesh, Madhubani painting from
Bihar and Pithora painting from Gujarat
respectively.

Figure 3
Shapes of Decorative Denim Cushion Covers
The shape of the decorative cushion cover
preferred by the respondents was both - square
and round.

Figure 6
Product Development I

Figure 4
Types of Decorative Denim Cushion Cover
Respondents preferred all types of decorative
denim cushion cover i.e., plain, painted,
embroidered, printed or patch worked.
Figure 7
Product Development II
Conclusion
From the current study, we found that the
majority of the people have recycled denim
jeans. People do like decorative denim
cushion covers at their home. But if given a
chance to use decorative denim cushion
covers with an Indian twist they would prefer
using it. We concluded that nowadays
decorative denim cushion covers have
become quite trendy. Acknowledging the
suggestions from the respondents, we
developed four decorative denim cushion
covers. These denim cushion covers are
decorated with Indian traditional paintings.

Figure 5
Form of Painting
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Also, denim cushion covers can be decorated
with traditional embroideries and prints of
India over it as people are ready to decorate
their homes with it. Hence, there is a positive
scope of acceptance towards using decorative
denim cushion covers with an Indian twist.
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Abstract
One of the deciduous trees originating in India
known as the ‘tree of life’ is the drumstick
(Moringa oleifera). This study was done to
find the characteristics of ‘fibres’ extracted
from the drumstick fruit by water retting
process which is a natural method for fibre
extraction. 20 kgs of drumstick fruits were
kept for retting in a closed container at room
temperature (25±3°C) for 30 days. After this
time period the fibres were washed, combed
and dried. A by-product was obtained along
with drumstick fibres. Select physical and
chemical tests were done to know the
properties of the fibre. The burning test
confirmed that the fibre is cellulosic fibre. The
longitudinal surface image showed striations
while the cross-sectional image of the fibre
showed its hollow structure. The fibre
dissolved completely in sulphuric acid.
Strength related properties of the fibres
extracted from the drumstick were also
studied. The by-product obtained is broad and
brittle, thus not qualifying as a textile fibre.
But instead of discarding it, decorative articles
were crafted from it. The fibres and the
extraction method both are eco-friendly. In
the era of sustainable fibres, this can be a new
source.

Keywords: cellulosic fibres, drumstick fibres,
eco-friendly fibres, fibre content, SEM, water
retting
Drumstick (Moringa oleifera) is a deciduous
tree that has originated in India. The plant is
also known as ‘horseradish’ or ‘tree of life’
(Reddy, 2015). Some of its local names are
Saijan (Hindi), Shevaga (Marathi), Murungai
(Tamil), Muringnga (Malayalam) and
Munagakaya
(Telugu)
(Wikipedia
contributors, 2018; Drumsticks - About Us,
n.d.). It is one of the most common trees of the
country (Drumsticks - About Us, n.d.). The
tree bears attractive pale-yellow flowers and
produces long green seed-bearing pods. The
shape of the leaves are elliptical with fern-like
surface texture (Reddy, 2015). Its fruit and
leaves have high nutritious and medicinal
value (Pachava et al., 2018). Drumstick
originated in India, and yet its medicinal
purposes have reached other countries
(Reddy, 2015). The tree has extensive
nutritional benefits as it is extremely high in
protein, vitamin A, B1, C along with high
content of calcium, and iron. The drumstick
plant requires loamy or sandy soil. Warm
weather around summer is the most suitable
time to begin the plantation. The plant must be
under direct sunlight constantly. Each plant
yields approximately 250-375 fruits which are
usually 45cms - 60 cms long (Pachava et al.,
2018). Some of the medicinal values of
drumsticks include antimicrobial, antiinflammation, anti-cancer, anti-asthmatic and
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anti-diabetic activities. Some of its
photochemical compounds include Noazorin,
Kaempferol, Beta Carotene, Retinol,
Quercetin, etc (Pachava et al., 2018).
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process, as it takes place in closed condition
without any air contact.
The current study was carried out on the basis
of certain objectives such as:
• To extract textile fibres from drumstick
pods by water retting method.
• To study the morphology of the fibre
obtained.
• To evaluate its physical and chemical
properties.
Methodology

Figure 1
Drumstick Pods

Pilot Study
The pilot study was conducted to determine
the average retting time required for the
drumstick to completely breakdown into
fibres (Rajasekaran et al., 2016; Ramesh et al.,
2015). Two drumsticks were immersed in
four different PET bottles. The bottles were
tightly sealed and kept in room temperature
(25±2°C). Each of the bottles were opened
after a week’s time i.e. 7 day, 15 day, 23 day
and 30 day respectively (Ruan et al., 2015).
After the stipulated time, when the fibres were
removed, it was combed to remove the
unwanted matter, washed and kept to dry in
shade. Along with the fibres, a by-product was
extracted from the drumstick pods.

Extraction of fibres can be by mechanical
means, chemical or natural methods. The
mechanical method of fibre extraction is
known as ‘decortication’. In the case of
chemical method, as the name suggests,
alkalis or acids aid the process. However, no
matter how mild a chemical might be, it
distorts the fibre properties to some extent.
Also, there are a variety of enzymes available
to help speed up the retting process. The
enzymes are subjective to pH and
temperature, but do not harm the fibre
properties.

th

th

rd

th

The natural methods for fibre extraction
involve environmental factors. There are two
types of methods in natural process namely
dew retting and water retting. In dew retting,
the fibres to be extracted are spread on open
ground and let to remain till the time period
required for the bacteria to act on it. The
process is totally aerobic and eco-friendly.
The disadvantage of this method is that it is
dependent on the geographic conditions. In
water retting, the fibres are immersed in water
and stored in a closed container for a period of
time. Micro-organisms develop on the fibre
thus breaking down its cellulosic structure
(pulpy fruit residue). This is an anaerobic

Final Retting Process
20 kgs of drumstick were retted for the final
study. The retting process happened over a
time period of 30 days. After the given time,
the samples were removed, cleaned
thoroughly and kept to dry in shade (Ramesh
et al., 2015).
Testing of Fibres
The fibre properties were determined by some
physical and chemical tests (Desalegn et al.,
2018). The tests included:
1. Microscopic test: The fibre was observed
under electronic microscope.
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2. SEM test: A clear image of the fiber’s
surface and cross-section was generated by
a Scanning Electron Microscope.
3. Chemical solubility test: Effect of NaOH,
HCl, H SO , CH COOH and C H OH were
observed.
4. Burning test: The fibre was burnt in direct
flame.
5. Tests for fibre strength: The breaking
strength, tenacity, elongation % and tex
(fineness) of the fibre were tested.
6. Test for fibre content: The test determined
the amount of alpha cellulose, lignin, ash
and moisture.
2

4

3

6

6

Figure 2
Drumstick Fibres Extracted During Pilot
Study
Final Study
20 kgs of drumstick pods were kept for retting
in two different containers of 50 litres
capacity each and sealed shut. After 30 days,
the fibres were washed, combed and allowed
to dry in shade. The total quantity of fibres
obtained was 597 g with average length
between 45cms - 50cms.
The total by-product obtained by retting 20
kgs of drumstick pods, weighed around 670 g.
It was flat, broad and brittle. Hence, it had no
scope of being a textile fibre.

Result and Discussion
Pilot Study
Observations showed that the fibres extracted
on the 7 day were not very well developed.
The fibres obtained on 15 and 23 days
showed gradual improvement respectively.
However, the fibres obtained on the 30th day
were the best. The cellulosic matter had
separated by itself. Little combing was
enough to get fine fibres (fig. 2).
(A) First set of fibres extracted after 7 days
(when wet)
(B) Second set of fibres extracted after 15
days (when wet)
(C) Third set of fibres extracted after 23 days
(when wet)
(D) Fourth set of fibres extracted after 30 days
(when wet).
th

th
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Figure 3
By-product Obtained Along with Drumstick
Fibre While Extracted
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Testing of Fibres
Microscopic Test
The fibres were observed under an electronic
microscope. The fibres had a smooth surface.
The inner part was noticeably hollow. Parallel
striations were also noticed on the surface of
the fibre.

Figure 5
SEM Generated Image of Fibre’s Surface
SEM generated images with magnification of
50µm and 100µm, of the fibre’s cross-section
showed that the fibre comprises a hollow
cavity-like structure throughout its length (fig.
6). This hollow space seemed to be irregularly
shaped and of variable size.

Figure 4
Electronic Microscopic View of Fibres
SEM Test for Fibre’s Surface Morphology
and Cross Section
The SEM image of magnification 100µm,
200µm and 500µm, of fibre’s surface showed
striations on them (fig. 5). The SEM image of
fibre’s surface showed striations on them. The
fibre seemed to have a rough surface due to
the striations. The texture also gives a cracklike effect. The image also shows that the
fibres thickness is quite uneven.

Figure 6
SEM Generated Image of Fibre’s Crosssection
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Chemical Solubility Test

flame and continued to burn even after
removing from flame. An odour like burning
paper was observed. The residue left was
black ash.
Table 2

The sample in sulphuric acid turned
black as soon as it was immersed in the
solution. It got completely dissolved after 10
mins and the solution turned black. In acetone,
no notable change was observed in the fibre
on immersion into the chemical. Even after 10
mins, the solution showed no change. The
fibre turned transparent but did not show any
change after heating. When immersed in
hydrochloric acid solution, the fibre showed
no change at all in any of the stages. The
phenol solution, which was initially of faded
pink colour, became slightly darker when the
fibre was kept immersed for 10 mins. The
fibre in sodium hydroxide solution did not
show a change in its initial stage, but after
being heated it turned white.

Result of Burning Test

70%
NaOH

36.46%
HCl

98.08%
H2SO4

58.08%
CH3CO
OH

Origina
l colour
of the
solutio
n
Change
on
immers
ing the
fibre
Change
in
solutio
n after
10 mins
Change
in fibre
after 10
mins

Colourl
ess

Colourl
ess

Faded
brown

Colourl
ess

94.11
%
C6H6O
H
Faded
pink

No
noticea
ble
change

No
noticea
ble
change

Fibre
turned
black

No
noticea
ble
change

No
noticea
ble
change

No
noticea
ble
change

No
noticea
ble
change

The
solution
turned
black

No
noticea
ble
change

No
noticea
ble
change

Fibre
turned
slightly
brown

No
noticea
ble
change

Change
in fibre
after
heating

Fibre
became
whiter

No
noticea
ble
change

Fibre
complet
ely
dissolve
d
-

Solutio
n
becam
e
lighter
No
noticea
ble
change

No
noticea
ble
change

No
noticea
ble
change

S. No.

Action

Observation

1

Closer to Flame

Ignites readily

2

In flame

Burns with yellow flame

3

Away from flame

Continuous to burn

4

Odour

Burning paper

5

Residue

Black ash

Test for Fibre Strength
Strength and other related properties of the
drumstick fibre were determined by testing 30
samples selected randomly based on ASTM
D3822 test method. The instrument used for
the test was Instron Tensile Tester. Fineness
of the fibre was 35.0tex. Breaking strength of
the fibre was 178.5g. Elongation % was 1.5%.
At this range the fibre is brittle. The tenacity
of the fibre was 3.4g/tex. All these tests were
done at standard testing condition - relative
humidity of 65±2% and temperature 27±2°C.

Table 1
Result of Chemical Solubility Test
Chemic
als
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Table 3
Result of Strength Related Properties
Sr. No.
Content
Result
1
Tex (Fineness)
35.0
2
Breaking Strength (g)
178.5
4
Elongation %
1.5
6
Tenacity (g/tex)
3.4
Tests for Fibre Content
The results showed that out of 100% of the
drumstick fibre, 53.4% comprised alpha
cellulose. This is the major constituent of the
fibre. The lignin content of the fibre was
16.2%. The fibre contained 1.5% of ash which
is comparatively a minor quantity. The

Burning Test
The burning test of the drumstick fibre
showed that this fibre, just like other cellulose
fibre, ignites readily when taken closer to
flame. The fibre burnt brightly with a yellow
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moisture content of the fibre was noted to be
9.1%.
Alpha cellulose was determined as per Tappi
Standard T-203. Tappi Standard T-222 was
followed to determine lignin content in the
fibre. Ash and moisture content were tested as
per IS-3517.

purpose i.e. the pods which do not have good
taste once over-ripened. This fibre can be a
new source towards sustainability.
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Abstract
Meat is composed of essential nutrients and
provides approximately 15% of the proteins
consumed in our diet. Additionally, it is
flavoursome and known to have important
cultural and social meanings in human
society. However, the world is facing the
challenge of producing sufficient and
nutritious food for a growing population while
reducing the environmental impact of
agriculture. To solve this, we have to either
switch to alternatives or find a quick way to
increase meat production. Cultured meat is an
emerging food technology that involves meat
grown in a lab from specific stem cells. This
product can meet both the nutritional and
sensory preferences of consumers because of
its superior taste and texture to other meat
alternatives. The aim of this review is to
explore whether cultured meat can improve
the environmental sustainability of meat
products, to perceive its effectiveness as a
food substitute, to recognize the ethical,
economical, and public health concerns
associated with it. Apart from this, it’s also
important to be aware of other meat
alternatives and form a comparison. This
review will throw light on its production
process, and its sensory and nutritional
characteristics. In terms of technical issues,
further research is still required to optimize

mass production by cell culture methodology.
Hence, we will also understand the future
industrial and market prospects of cultured
meat; and research, studies and developments
associated with it.
Keywords: cultured meat, environmental
sustainability, production process, meat
alternatives.
Why cultured meat?
Historically, as a food resource, meat has
contributed to human development and
evolution. It is composed of essential
nutrients, especially protein, and contains all
the essential amino acids, various fatty acids
and micronutrients. (Lee et al., 2020).
Considering this, we are facing the twin
challenge of producing adequate food for a
growing, affluent population while reducing
the environmental effects of agriculture.
Taking these factors into account, we have to
find a quick way to increase meat production.
Cultured or cell-based meat, is an emerging
food technology that involves meat grown in
a lab from bovine muscle specific stem cells.
(Rolland et al., 2020). Hence, it is a
promising major meat alternative which can
be used as a source of protein in the future.
(Lee et al., 2020; Stephens et al., 2018).
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‘cognitive’. This element of rejection or
acceptance is influenced by the information
provided, particularly if the food product is
highly technological. Consumers tend to
discern natural food as being always safe and
healthy, while processed or synthetic food are
identified as deteriorative to health. However,
improved familiarity, commercialization, and
media coverage could be likely to influence
consumer acceptance of cultured meat. (Jiang
et al., 2020).

Benefits and effectiveness of cultured meat
as a meat alternative
The biggest merits of cultured meat are its
similarities to traditional meat, as it is derived
from livestock, and may be environmentally
sustainable. This product can match up to both
the nutritional and sensory preferences of
consumers because of its comparatively finer
taste and texture than other meat alternatives.
Besides, during the production of cultured
meat, a single cell can proliferate several
times; therefore, fewer numbers of animals
are needed than in livestock farming. There
are other benefits of cultured meat too; it can
be utilized for other purposes such as creation
of functional and designer meat, quick
production, efficient nutrition, and energy
conversion. Apart from that, the advantages of
cultured meat include public support, animal
welfare, reduction in zoonotic and food borne
diseases, cutting down on resource use and
ecological footprint, reforestation and
protection of wild life. Although development
is still in progress, it may be possible to
regulate the ingredients within the product to
have more health benefits. In addition, all
processes in culturing meat are conducted
under sterile conditions, therefore it is
possible to generate safer products devoid of
hazards such as contamination, antibiotic
abuse, food poisoning and infectious diseases.
(Lee et al., 2020).

Consumer acceptance of any newly
developed food product majorly depends on
the price, health, animal welfare, safety, taste,
technical aspects and specific societal or
religious aspects. For a novel or unfamiliar
food such as cultured meat, approval from the
target consumers depends on the level of
information that is available. When tasting
experiences are favourable, and when framed
positively, the acceptance of cultured meat is
potentially high. Furthermore, developers
have attempted to bring down the cost of lab
grown meat as this is considered a key hurdle
in its acceptance. However, the acknowledged
benefits of lab – grown meat may translate in
the consumer’s willingness to pay a premium
price for it. (Rolland et al., 2020).
Health and Safety
Advocates of in vitro meat claim that it’s safer
than conventional meat, based on the fact that
lab-grown meat is produced in a fully
controlled
environment.
Undoubtedly,
without any digestive organs close-by
(despite the fact that conventional meat is
generally protected from this), and thus
without any potential contamination at
slaughter, cultured muscle cells do not have
the same scope to encounter any intestinal
pathogens. Another positive aspect associated
with the safety of cultured meat is that it is not
produced from livestock raised in a confined

Consumer acceptance
While some vegetarians may appreciate that
the process is considerate of animal welfare,
non-vegetarians may perceive it as a poor
alternative to real meat. Studies have shown
personal aversions towards cultured meat,
which is deemed to be unnatural and of low
sensory appeal. Although the disgust response
is an emotional one, it is formed on culturally
defined notions and therefore considered
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space, so the risk of an outbreak is eradicated
(Chriki & Hocquette, 2020).
Regrettably however, we are unaware of all
the possible repercussions on public health, as
it is a new, futuristic food product. Some
researchers argue that the process of cell
culture is never perfectly controlled and that
some unforeseen biological mechanisms may
occur. When cultured meat is consumed, this
may have undetermined potential effects on
the muscle structure and perhaps on human
metabolism and health (Chriki & Hocquette,
2020).

Figure 1
General Approach for the Production of
Cell – Based Meat (Faustman et al., 2020)
Pros and Cons of the Culture Process
The primary objective of this process is to
recreate the intricate structure of livestock
muscles with a few cells, for which a live
animal’s biopsy is taken. This piece of muscle
is cut to liberate the stem cells, which have the
ability to proliferate, and also transform
themselves into different types of cells; the
cells will start dividing after they are cultured
in a suitable medium. The best medium
contains FBS (foetal bovine serum), which is
made from the blood of a dead calf, which is
not going to be acceptable for vegetarians, is
expensive and will also be rate-limiting.
Throughout the whole culture process, the
cells are kept under monitored conditions that
replicate the temperature and other
parameters inside the cow’s body (Chriki &
Hocquette, 2020).

Production Process
As a new technology being introduced into the
food production system, the manufacturing
process of cultured meat will need to be
analysed in detail, and guided by novel
regulation.
Specific
considerations
concerning donor animal selection, biopsy
technique, animal care and handling and
quality management have been mentioned
below. (Melzener et al., 2020).
Optimized stem-cell donors for cultured
beef
The first variable for cultured meat production
is the stem-cell donor animal. Donor selection
can drastically affect the process efficiency,
and identifying the defining characteristics of
a suitable cell donor is thus vital. There are
two main criteria that must be optimized for:
the stem cell yield per mass of tissue, and the
longevity of those stem cells. These variables,
together determine a multiplicity factor;
precisely, the mass of cultured meat that could
be produced from a particular given mass of
starting tissue (Melzener et al., 2020).

However, we are still far away from real
muscle, which is made up of organized fibres,
blood vessels, nerves, connective tissue and
fat cells. Therefore, producing a thick piece of
meat like a real steak is still unfeasible, due to
the necessity of perfusing oxygen inside the
meat to mimic real tissue. Also, laboratory
meat producers will not be able to offer
consumers a wide range of meats or types of
cuts in the near future (Chriki & Hocquette,
2020).
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Technical challenges of producing cultured
meat
Till date, tissue engineering has largely been
focused on medical applications such as
regenerative medicine. The technical
principles for producing cultured meat are the
same, but it is large-scale, and must be
affordable as an edible item. And since
cultured meat is a food rather than a medical
product, the regulations need not be as
stringent, and the grade of raw materials may
not need to be as high as for biomedical
applications (Stephens et al., 2018).

ISSN 2320 -0162

processing,
auditing
should
include
identification of key possible pathogens, and
safety measures to inhibit contamination,
monitoring and quality assurance of cellular
functions at each stage, and production plant
hazard and operability study (HAZOP)
(Stephens et al., 2018).
Environmental Sustainability of Meat
Products
The global food production that is dominated
by the livestock sector contributes to
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions that drive
climate change, the impact of which in turn
has been shown to negatively affect all
dimensions of food security. Accounting up to
14.5% of all anthropogenic GHG emissions,
livestock production is considered to be a
major contributor to climate change.
Numerous solutions have been suggested to
mitigate this; a new-found strategy is cultured
meat, which involves animal muscle cells
being formed through tissue culture, so it
alleviates the need for a whole animal (Jiang
et al., 2020).

Safety and legalities of cultured meat
production
Regulatory frameworks for meat inspections
For cultured meat to enter the market specific
new regulations and inspection practices may
need to be added. In the EU, cultured meat is
defined under the General Food Law (GFL) as
a food product just like conventional meat,
and authorization is therefore required to
ensure that it is safe for consumption. In the
field of meat production, food safety is first
achieved by applying the hygiene standards
laid down in the Hygiene Regulations Act.
Secondly, official controls are warrantied on
the basis of application of good hygiene
practices and the Hazard Analysis and Critical
Control
Points
(HACCP)
principles
(Melzener et al., 2020).

Confounding factors
One common miscalculation is a short
cultivation time, which is insufficient for
culturing larger structures of muscle tissue. If
the technology was employed for constructing
larger pieces of meat, the cultivation time
would be longer which would also increase
the environmental impacts and the resource
requirements. As the cultured meat
technologies are energy-intense, the source of
energy plays a crucial role in evaluating the
environmental burden. Also, cultured meat
production would require smaller land than
conventional production, which means that
area could be used for other purposes
(Tuomisto, 2018).

Proposed inspections; anticipated regulatory
pathways
For cultured meat production, biopsies should
only be taken from animals that are declared
healthy upon visual inspection by a
veterinarian. That would confirm that no
health hazards are present in the food-chain
information relating to the respective donor
animal (Melzener et al., 2020). An appropriate
regulatory pathway depends upon the
techniques used in production. In terms of
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polysaccharides, such as alginate, cellulose or
chitosan could be used as scaffold material,
providing a source of dietary fibre. Apart from
important nutrients, such as vitamins like
B12, minerals (Fe, Zn and Se), and essential
amino and fatty acids, meat also contains
many bioactive compounds beneficial to our
health. Taurine treatment enhances the
process of myogenesis, and therefore addition
of taurine to the cell culture media may
increase efficiency of the production process,
in addition to its nutritional benefits.
Similarly, creatine also helps in myoblast
differentiation. Both of these are amino acids
(Fraeye et al., 2020).

Cultured meat aspires to resemble its
traditional counterpart as closely as possible.
If cultured meat is to be consumed, sensorial
characteristics (texture, colour, flavour) are of
utmost importance. These qualities are
acquired from the molecular characteristics of
the product, like the nature of the proteins, the
composition of volatile compounds, the
presence of myoglobin, etc. Along with the
sensorial attributes, the nutritional value of
cultured meat should also be biologically
equivalent to conventional meat (Fraeye et al.,
2020).
Sensorial characteristics

Market Prospects
Due to the rise in demand for protein
analogues, cultured meat sales may increase
in the near future. With India’s growing
population, rising disposable incomes, and
changing food habits, the country needs more
protein products to keep pace. Religious
beliefs and culture hugely affect meat
consumption. For those religions that do
allow meat diets, chicken meat is one of the
few animal proteins that are not subject to
restrictions, and is considered the most
popular protein (Hansen, 2021).

• Structure

and texture: An edible matrix
called ‘scaffold’ gives structure. Texturizers
like breadcrumbs, and binders like egg white
powder may be used to give the required
texture.
• Colour: Since cultured meat is not naturally
red, incorporation or external addition of
myoglobin or other colorants during the
production process lends the red colour of
meat.
• Flavour: Upon heating, thermally-induced
reactions bring about the formation of
volatiles, few of which (but not all)
contribute to the typical meat flavour.
Addition of fat contributes to the taste of the
product, as well as the juiciness and texture
(Fraeye et al., 2020).

With regards to the Indian market, Clear
Meat, a cell-based meat company, has
developed cultured chicken mince and is
focusing on chicken because it is one of the
most affordable and widely consumed meats
in India (Hansen, 2021).

Nutritional composition
Scaffolds are used to organize cells in a 3D
environment; and therefore, macronutrient
composition of the overall product will also be
affected by the scaffold material. Proteins,
such as collagen (contains non-essential
amino acids and lysine) or fibrin are already
used in muscle tissue engineering approaches.
To avoid animal-derived components,

Future Research and Expansion of
Technology
Although in vitro meat is about to hit the
shelves in a few years, technologies for its
production are still lacking. The most urgent
challenge could possibly be the development
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independent technological, sensorial and
nutritional assessment (Fraeye et al., 2020).
Hybrid products of conventional and cellbased meat could bring opportunities for
future designer and utility foods, such as for
space missions and settlements. The issues
with supplying conventional meat to a whole
nation have been brought to light by the
COVID-19 pandemic, and the benefits of a
cell-based meat industry cannot be dismissed.
The livestock industry will be challenged to
face the competition posed by cell-based meat
(Faustman et al., 2020).

As serum facilitates the growth of muscle
satellite cells, it is a necessary component in
culture media. However, researchers have
suggested that its use in culture media should
be replaced or eliminated, as it is variable and
expensive and is the main reason of high
production cost of cultured meat. In addition,
its production process may not be ethical and
sustainable, as it is derived from calves.
Therefore, alternative ingredients for serum in
culture media, especially serum-free media,
have been one of the main research areas in
this field. Furthermore, efficiencies of
bioreactors vary for different cell lines.
Hence, customized bioreactors and their
correct use should be investigated for
escalation of mass production of cultured
meat (Lee et al., 2020).
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